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Abstract

This thesis engages Bill Clinton’s presidential rhetoric to investigate how liberal rhetorical practices can be used to extend and sustain the oppression of Black Americans. By adopting Du Bois’ concepts of the color-line and double-consciousness this thesis examines how Bill Clinton was able to recreate the color-line in the Mason Temple speech and benefit from and recreate a world devoid of consciousness in other selected speeches from his corpus. This project takes up three separate speeches by Bill Clinton as texts. The second chapter focuses on Bill Clinton’s “Remarks to the Rainbow Coalition” and “Remarks announcing the initiative” to make the argument that based on the undue authority vested in Clinton as an unmarked identity he was given the jurisdiction to sacrifice marginalized, specifically Black, populations. The third chapter builds on the conversation about authority and sacrifice by focusing on how Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech recreated the color-line by using ideographs to define what Black people should do. This thesis concludes by engaging with Du Bois’ concept of double-consciousness to highlight how the debate between Forbes Hill and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell in the 1972 edition of the Quarterly Journal of Speech reveals that in the contemporary moment rhetorical critics need to evaluate speeches not only based on their argumentative strength but also their ethical implications.
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Chapter 1: Being Black and American in the 21st Century

In the 1990’s, Bill Clinton was referred to by Toni Morrison as America’s first Black president—Black not because he played the saxophone or was from the south but because he was being berated by the Beltway media for yet another scandal involving sexual misconduct.\(^1\) Noting that Clinton was understood as Black because he was berated is important to this project because it reveals that in America Black people can at times be recognized based not on their unique qualities or self-consciousness but instead because they are treated unfairly. The ability to identify Black people based on an openness to mistreatment highlights what seems to be a continually precarious position of Black people in the United States. Bill Clinton’s presidential rhetoric provides a unique opportunity to investigate the precarious position of Black people in America because, as America’s “first” Black president, Bill Clinton used liberal rhetoric to sustain and stabilize the racial hierarchy in the United States through his enactment of the color-line. To illuminate Bill Clinton’s racial hierarchy-sustaining rhetoric, this thesis examines multiple speeches by Bill Clinton within the overarching framework of W.E.D. Du Bois’ concepts of the color-line and double-consciousness. Du Bois noted in his canonical treatise *The Souls of Black Folk*, “Herein lie buried many things which if read with patience may show the strange meaning of being black here in the dawning of the Twentieth Century. This meaning is not without interest to you, Gentle Reader; for the problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color-line.”\(^2\) Du Bois described the color-line as “the relation of the darker to the

---

lighter races of men in [...] America.” This project revisits and builds on Du Bois’ perspective in order to understand the color-line as the difference in expectations and treatment experienced by Black and white people in the United States. Du Bois posits what could be considered the telos of Souls of Black Folk, and this project, when he states, “He [the Negro] simply wishes to make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an American, without being cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having the doors of Opportunity closed roughly in his face.” Du Bois’ statement that Black people wished to make it possible to be both Black and American was further clarified by his statement that “one ever feels his two-ness, an American, a Negro, two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.” Du Bois’ evaluation of the impossibility of being both Negro and American in early twentieth century discourse leads to a question: Is Du Bois’ bleak evaluation of Black life still relevant in the twenty-first century? Amid disproportionate incarceration rates and an ever-expanding wealth gap, it may seem that the problem of the twentieth century has continued to be a problem in the twenty-first.

---

3 Du Bois, Souls, 39.
4 The word “black” is capitalized throughout the essay to express that “Black” signifies a group of people that share a common historical narrative. Throughout the thesis I translate “Negro” in an undifferentiated context into Black. I do this with two reasons in mind; first, “Negro” is an abhorrent phrase for Black people similar to another word which is not acceptable in polite conversation. Second, discussions of “Negroes” in this analysis are limited to the American context which resolves much of the possible problem with homogenization that comes with subsuming Negro under Black. See Toure, Michael Eric Dyson, Who’s Afraid of Post-Blackness?: What It Means to Be Black Now (New York: Free Press, 2012), ix; Frank B. Wilderson, Red, White, & Black: Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 1-10.
5 Du Bois, Souls, 34.
6 Du Bois, Souls, 34.
Fortunately, Du Bois produced an analytic that can help Black folks resist the oppression of the color-line: double-consciousness. Du Bois argues that double-consciousness can be instrumental in the resolution of the color-line because those that have double-consciousness are able to recognize how the world exists but also recognize the inequality that underwrites the contemporary public. Du Bois explained,

After the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and Mongolian, the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted with second sight in this American world, -- a world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity.8

Here, Du Bois’ “double-consciousness” produces a more thoughtful and racialized perspective on what the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy refers to as an integrated representation of consciousness. Stanford explains this version of consciousness as something that “presents us not with isolated properties or features but with objects and events situated in an ongoing independent world.”9 Du Bois’ addition and mine thereafter troubles Stanford’s notion to instead point toward the conclusion that I exist therefore I think. Edmund Husserl has ventured to understand consciousness as the sum of multiple phenomenological interactions.10 Husserl’s perspective is illuminating for my viewpoint on consciousness because it highlights that an individual’s lived reality plays a large part in determining their consciousness or description of the world. Hortense Spillers distills Husserl’s concept of phenomenology into a racialized context in her consideration of how Du Bois’ double-consciousness provides an opportunity to

---

8 Du Bois, Souls, 34.
investigate how the lived reality of racialized experience produces a separate and necessary account of one’s own existence.\textsuperscript{11} Spillers’ combines a phenomenological perspective on consciousness with a racialized perspective on the world to conclude that raced bodies are not allowed to define themselves for themselves. In an attempt to build laterally with but also add to Husserl’s perspective throughout this thesis I understand consciousness as having a view of oneself that is based in one’s own expectations. C.K. Doreski identifies Du Bois’ \textit{Souls of Black Folk} as an instructive example of attempting to describe oneself for oneself in her account of exemplary biographies.\textsuperscript{12} Sylvia Wynter argues that because Du Bois’ concept of true self-consciousness starts from interrogating the legitimacy of the measuring tape of one’s soul it can be illuminating for grasping a way of understanding oneself not based on others expectations but instead one’s own expectations.\textsuperscript{13}

Du Bois’ doubling is illuminating for understanding true self-consciousness because it creates a possibility of defining oneself outside of the narrative that society attempts to force people into. For Du Bois, true self-consciousness seems to mean the capacity to be true to oneself and not have one’s actions determined by another. Du Bois makes this point clear when he notes, “It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others.”\textsuperscript{14} Seeing oneself always through the eyes of another denies any claim to true self-consciousness because that consciousness is always already a reflection of the values and expectations of the other. Du Bois’ engagement with self-consciousness is revealing for this project because it highlights that if it is still true that in America those with

\textsuperscript{11} Hortense Spillers \textit{Black, White, and in Color: Essays on American Literature and Culture} (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 376.
\textsuperscript{14} Du Bois, \textit{Souls}, 34.
social standing like Bill Clinton, not Black people, decide the expectations and life chances of Black people it is impossible to be Black and American. Consciousness is an apt concept to engage with the possibility of being American because it highlights that the choice to be is one which historically, and maybe contemporarily, Black people have not had access to because the power to define “what is” has been vested in white people. Du Bois’ point highlights the possibility of an impossibility of being Black and American because if the American public still vests authority into unmarked identities the meaning of being Black is always defined by those unmarked identities and does not match up with the way that Black people would define themselves. Put simply, Du Bois’ point about the measuring tape of the world highlights that Black people do not get to measure themselves but are always measured by some other person’s expectations. Du Bois’ concept of double-consciousness is useful for rhetorical criticism and theory because it provides an occasion to assess the efficacy of an American public devoid of consciousness and revisit the role of the critic by reexamining the Hill-Campbell debate.

In the 114 years since the publication of Du Bois’ *The Souls of Black Folk* there have been more than a handful of situations of great significance in which the color-line and double-consciousness can be used as lenses to examine the structure of contemporary American politics. William Clinton’s “Remarks to the Convocation of God in Christ in Memphis” (1993) (hereafter, the Mason Temple speech), “Remarks to the Rainbow Coalition National Convention” (1992) (hereafter, the Rainbow Coalition speech), and “Remarks Announcing the Initiative” (1993) (hereafter, the Remarks Announcing the Initiative) stand out among other occasions because of Clinton’s ability to recreate the color-line by shaping public values so that it seemed consistent, if not necessary, that he demonize the Black community in front of the Black community.\(^\text{15}\) In

\(^{15}\) For contemporary support the claim that Clinton’s presidential rhetoric and actions were used to create disproportionate incarceration rates in the United States see Richter, Paul, “Clinton Hails Three Strikes’ Sentence:
the Mason Temple Speech, Bill Clinton produced a rhetoric that enacted both the hierarchy-stabilizing and role-defining features of the color-line. On November 13, 1993, Bill Clinton spoke before a convocation of over 5,000 Black ministers at the location of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s last sermon, in order to commemorate the life of King and build support for H.R. 3355, the Violent Crime and Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (hereafter, “the Crime Bill”). Analysis of Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple Speech reveals how “ideographs” can work to dictate what actions should be taken by marginalized members of the American public. Focusing on how Clinton’s rhetorical strategies interacted with the values of the American public reveals how cultural logics devoid of consciousness sustain the contemporary racial hierarchy within American discourse. I use the phrase “devoid of consciousness” for two reasons. First, as chapter 2 elaborates on, because the rhetorical public is largely based on considerations produced by Jurgen Habermas and Habermas intentionally ignored consciousness I argue that the rhetorical public is devoid of consciousness. Secondly, because marginalized, specifically Black, people are denied the ability to determine themselves no one has true access to consciousness. I argue that no one has access to consciousness because to accurately describe oneself requires an accurate assessment of the things surrounding oneself and if, as this analysis argues, there are

some that are not accurately described it disrupts the ability of all others to describe themselves accurately. to emphasize that the cultural logics of the contemporary racial hierarchy vest unmarked identities with control over how to define the world which allows them to discipline Black people at the same time that they deny Black people the authority to define themselves.

This introductory chapter provides a foundation for the thesis’ consideration of how Bill Clinton’s rhetoric participated in and stabilized the contemporary white-over-Black hierarchy in the United States. I begin by recounting how I selected Bill Clinton as a subject of this thesis, identifying select speeches as samples from his corpus and providing a brief synopsis of the Mason Temple speech. Following the synopsis of the Mason Temple speech, I make the case that the speeches provided are representative of Bill Clinton’s rhetoric by providing a brief biography of Bill Clinton. After outlining what I would consider the context and justification for studying Bill Clinton’s speeches, I consider my theoretical basis for engaging with rhetorical publics theory and ideographs, and I highlight how the Hill-Campbell debate provides a rhetorical rejoinder to Du Bois’ call for double-consciousness.

Selecting a Speaker

Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech is taken up as the central text for this project because of the disproportionate incarceration rate of Black people in the United States. Disproportionate incarceration rates are integral to the contemporary denial of true self-consciousness. Black people experience because the justification for incarceration is based on unmarked identities identifying Black people as criminals. Bill Clinton’s speeches are uniquely important to increased mass incarceration rates of our contemporary moment because he was president during the largest uptick in mass incarceration in United States history. Further, policies passed during Clinton’s presidency, the Crime Bill and the stripping of social welfare,
have been linked to producing social conditions that increase the likelihood of crime.\(^\text{19}\)

Incarceration rates have been increasing since the 1980s. However, it seems that there was an amalgamation of forces in the early 1990s that have resulted in a contemporary incarceration rate which, in 2016, was five times higher for Black people than white people, according to a report from The Sentencing Project.\(^\text{20}\) There is no one single cause for the striking imbalance in incarceration rates between Black people and white people. However, historical records of incarceration rates reveal that, although the incarceration rate has been steadily increasing since the 1980s, there was a notable uptick in the rate of incarceration and length of sentences in the middle of the 1990s.\(^\text{21}\) In order to explain this increase, some reports cite an incidence of empirically unjustified fear of being a victim of a crime in conjunction with legislation purported to curtail crime as catalysts for contemporary increased incarceration rates.\(^\text{22}\) That the fear was unjustified is important to this analysis because it seems that Clinton may have played upon that fear to create a group (criminals) that he could organize the United States population against.

Kathryn Olson’s analysis of effective rhetorical strategies of political apology reveals that amid national fear and the recently undefined cultural identity of a post-Cold War America there was the introduction of a violent crime and control piece of legislation to Congress.\(^\text{23}\) Olson’s point is


\(^\text{23}\) Kathryn Olson, “Democratic Enlargement’s Value Hierarchy and Rhetorical Forms: analysis of Clinton’s Use of Post-Cold War Symbolic Frame to Justify Military interventions,” *Presidential Studies Quarterly*, 34 (2) (2004): 307-10. Olson argues that post the Cold War America entered a period of an undefined national identity as it could no longer define itself in opposition to the Russian threat.
illuminating for this project because it highlights that, lacking the enemy provided by the Cold War, American politicians seemed to have shifted the focus from an external enemy (Russia) to an internal enemy (criminals). Focusing on Clinton’s rhetoric provides an opportunity to examine how the sacrifice of the views and values of minority populations within the American rhetorical public produced disproportionate amounts of incarceration.

Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech stands out among other speeches engaging with crime in the 1990’s because of its *kairos* and its composition. The Crime Bill was introduced to the 103rd Congress on October 26, 1993. The Mason Temple speech, which happened on November 13, 1993, is kairotic because it was the first recorded occurrence after the Crime Bill’s introduction to Congress that Bill Clinton addressed a majority Black audience on the matter of crime. There is a fair case for the idea of rhetorical exigence to instead explain why the Mason Temple speech is unique. I step away from Bitzer’s understanding of exigence because analyzing Clinton’s speech through the lens of kairos reveals that it was perfect timing for him to come to the place where King last spoke and use King’s memory to make it seem like all liberal minded Americans should support the Crime Bill.

The occasion did not call for Clinton to give the speech, Clinton created the perception that the occasion called for the speech for his own benefit. Richard Vatz offers a similar critique of exigence in his consideration of how Bitzer’s understanding of a rhetorical situation overlooks that each occasion is a moment of competitive

---


persuasion.\textsuperscript{26} Put differently, there is nothing about King’s memorial that required Clinton to talk about crime, the speech could have ended with his statements about progress and how far American’s had come. Clinton’s choice to make the speech and the day about crime is not because the occasion called for it but instead because Clinton could benefit from it.\textsuperscript{27} Secondly, the composition of the Mason Temple speech is unique because for more than ten minutes, or roughly a third of the speech, Clinton is appropriating the voice of Dr. Martin Luther King. Clinton’s extended appropriation of King reveals that evoking certain liberal vocabularies may be effective in establishing and reestablishing the color-line.

To better understand the cultural logics that allowed Clinton to address his mostly Black audience, in the name of King, in favor of a piece of legislation that would harm the Black community, Chapter 2 engages with Clinton’s “Remarks to the Rainbow Coalition” and “Remarks Announcing the Initiative.” Though neither of these two speeches will get as much sustained analysis as the Mason Temple speech, examining these speeches in conjunction provides insight into Clinton’s authority over sacrifice that made the Mason Temple speech possible. The “Rainbow Coalition speech” and “Remarks Announcing the Initiative” speeches highlight Clinton’s authority over sacrifice because they reveal that Clinton was able to dictate to the American people essentially what it meant to be and who was an American to mobilize the in group of Americans against the outgroup—a group of, mostly Black, criminals. Further, focusing on the three speeches creates an arc of Clinton’s rhetoric that begins during his presidential


campaign in early 1992 and ends with his first promotion of the Crime Bill to a Black audience in late 1993. Reading the previous speeches as an arc for Clinton’s rhetoric illuminates how as president Clinton was invested with authority over constructions of danger that enabled him to exclude marginalized populations from the American public.

_Synopsis of Mason Temple Speech_

Bill Clinton spoke at the Mason Temple Church of God in Christ on November 13, 1993 and used King and <Freedom> to produce support for the Crime Bill. Clinton began by thanking the members of the church for their hospitality. Clinton transitions from thanking his audience to a reason for his presence by stating, “I’m happy to be here. I thank you for your spirit. […] I never dreamed that I would ever have a chance to come to this hallowed place where Martin Luther King gave his last sermon.” After setting the occasion as a commemoration of King, Clinton transitions from positive descriptions of the present by describing crime and violence as a roadblock that has the potential to derail the progress that has been achieved in the last thirty years. Clinton states, “What I really want to say to you today, my fellow Americans, is […] I tell you, unless we do something about crime and violence and drugs that is ravaging the community, we will not be able to repair this country.” Clinton provides support for his claim about the relationship between community and violence by appropriating the name of Dr. King. Clinton begins to appropriate King by stating “if he [King] were to reappear by my side today and give us a report card on the last 25 years, what would he say? You did a good job, he would say, voting and electing people who formerly were not electable because of the color their skin.” After utilizing the voice of King to criticize his audience, Clinton then reproduces the

---

29 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 29.
30 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 17.
voice of King to provide foundation for his closing remarks. Clinton states, “So in this pulpit, on this day, let me ask all of you in your heart to say: We will honor the life and the work of Martin Luther King…. We will turn this around. We will give these children a future … We will rebuild the families and the neighborhoods and the communities.”

Throughout the Mason Temple speech Clinton reproduces the ideas of disappointment and progress to conceal his own performance and solidify his proposition that the Crime Bill should be supported.

Examining Clinton’s historical background and rhetoric reveals why Clinton was able to efficaciously appropriate the voice of King at Mason Temple. William Jefferson Blythe III was born as a result of the relationship between William Jefferson Blythe II and Virginia Kelley. Although Virginia Kelley and William Blythe Sr. were married, Clinton’s father, William Blythe Sr. died in a car accident three months before William Blythe III was born. William (Bill) Clinton grew up referring to Roger Clinton as “‘Daddy,’ but Roger Clinton never legally adopted Bill and rarely spent time with him.”

Historical accounts of the relationship between Roger and Virginia consistently note Roger as at best a person that “had had several drinks by the time Billy saw him” to at worst an alcoholic that physically abused his wife. Clinton eventually attended Hot Springs High School from 1960-64. After graduating high school Clinton attended Georgetown University and received a Rhodes Scholarship to attend Oxford University. After college, Clinton’s political career began when he was a law professor at the University of Arkansas.

---

31 Clinton, “Remarks to the Convocation,” paragraph 39.
32 David Maraniss, First in His class: A Biography of Bill Clinton (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995), 32.
33 Maraniss provides the more ambivalent of the two considerations noting Roger Clinton as a man that drank often. See Maraniss, First in his class, 32. Nigel Hamilton provides the more direct account of Roger Clinton as a drunk. See Nigel Hamilton, Bill Clinton Mastering the Presidency (New York: Public Affairs, 2007), xii-5. For an extended account of Hamilton’s position on Roger Clinton see Nigel Hamilton, Bill Clinton: An American Journey Great Expectations (New York: Random House, 2003), 62.
34 Maraniss, First in His Class, 32-50.
Bill Clinton’s political career was marked by success and failures, not least of which is the Crime Bill, which continues to follow him. Bill Clinton’s first race for Arkansas congressional office ended in a defeat by incumbent Republican John Paul Hammerschmidt. Clinton was elected Attorney General of Arkansas in 1976. Two years later, Clinton was elected governor. Clinton spent the next 10 years of his life winning and losing the seat of governor in Arkansas. Clinton won his first presidential election in 1992 and won reelection in 1996. During Clinton’s first term he gave the Mason Temple speech. In the nearly twenty years since leaving office, Clinton has remained relevant to American politics. Recently, Clinton has been criticized for his involvement in passing and implementing the Crime Bill, which he promoted in the Mason Temple speech. The criticisms became so significant that when his wife, Hillary Clinton, ran for president in 2016, the 1994 crime bill was a topic of discussion.35 There is clearly much more that could be said about Bill Clinton (he does have multiple book-length biographies), but this brief synopsis of Clinton’s life is meant to provide a rudimentary foundation for some understanding of who Bill Clinton was and is. With an account of Clinton’s chronological history in mind, it is best to turn towards how the Mason Temple speech reflects Clinton’s rhetorical habits.

The Mason Temple speech is uniquely representative of Bill Clinton’s presidential rhetoric. The Mason Temple speech is unique because there is no other speech within Clinton’s first term as president that matches it in its distinctive combination of its kairos, audience and subject matter. The Mason Temple speech is representative of Clinton’s rhetoric because it aligns

with the perception of multiple rhetorical scholars of how Bill Clinton was able to invent ethos and sympathy for himself. On the second point, previous rhetorical scholarship such as that by Herbert Simons and Shawn Parry-Giles and Trevor Parry-Giles highlights that Clinton was able to create sympathy for himself by pushing blame onto circumstances and manipulating accounts of history. Clinton reflects these same habits in the Mason Temple speech by creating a nostalgic version of King to do his bidding. John Murphy has highlighted that Clinton was able to invent ethos for himself in the Mason Temple speech by building a connection with his audience based on a relationship to King. In chapter three, I build laterally in relation to Murphy’s view by highlighting that Clinton may have instead hidden behind King to conceal his own performance to garner support for the Crime Bill. As Clinton used KING to manipulate the expectations of his audience, another theme of presidential rhetoric that coincides with the Mason Temple speech is the ability of presidents to manipulate the expectations and values of the American public. Particularly, Colleen Shogan in her analysis of empathy highlights how presidents use calls for empathy and connection to alter the public’s perception of a given crisis. In the Mason Temple speech, Clinton leans on the audience’s empathetic connection with King to justify his assertion that to produce the right kind of <Freedom> members of the

38 Here I use KING to signify that Martin Luther King Jr. was used as an ideograph. I move away from the common <> ideographic notation to convey the difference in using a person as an ideograph. A more sustained consideration of this choice is undertaken in chapter 3.
audience should support the Crime Bill. To better articulate how this thesis will relate to the how and why of Bill Clinton’s rhetorical practices it is instructive to turn to the critical perspectives.

Rhetorical Publics

Reading the Mason Temple speech against the backdrop of Clinton’s Rainbow Coalition speech and original announcement of the Crime Bill demonstrates how Clinton’s rhetoric was vested with an undue authority that allowed him to sacrifice the views and lives of marginalized populations. Throughout this thesis, I build on McGee’s consideration of the people to understand a public as a mythically created yet discursively material confederation of individuals to investigate how Clinton used his authority to exclude Black people from the American public. Analyzing Clinton’s rhetoric in the context of the American public is instructive because it reveals the danger in reifying the authority of unmarked identities to determine the good of what McGee calls “the people.”

Danielle Allen provides an illuminating description of “the people” when she states, “‘the people,’ [ . . .] makes this body imaginable, it also invents customs and practices of citizenly interaction that accord with that explanation.” When Allen references the body in this sentence she is gesturing toward the body politic, or in another sense, using it as a synonym for public. Allen and McGee’s perspectives highlight that the public is a rhetorically/discursively constructed group which exists under the pressure of a set of “citizenly” practices. Chapter two of this thesis expands upon McGee and Allen’s perspectives by problematizing how the investment of authority to define what is good for “the people” can be

and often is used to legitimize the sacrifice of marginalized populations. The relationship between the “people” and “values” has bearing on whether it is still impossible to be Black and American because, in the sense that people create values, those same values are mobilized to define who counts as a person. Allen’s perspective illuminates this project’s consideration of the color-line because the color-line draws our attention to how those in power (unmarked identities) are allowed to dictate the appropriate actions and sacrifices or “citizenly practices” that are required to be a member of “the people.” To further clarify how this thesis engages with “the people” and the values that create those people it is instructive to place this work in the larger conversation of rhetorical publics theory.

My intervention into publics’ theory interrogates the universal authority provided to unmarked identities within the public in order to foreground the consequences of racially differentiated forms of sacrifice within the American public. I agree with and extend Warner’s analysis in *Publics and Counterpublics*, where he argues that the assumption of universalism that underwrites the creation of publics is a façade and instead that publics are centered on privileged unmarked identities such as white, male, and heterosexual. Warner notes, “The bourgeois public sphere is a frame of reference in which it is supposed that all particularities have the same status as mere particularity. But the ability to establish that frame of reference is a feature of some particularities.”[^42] Warner enumerates what he intends by “some particularities” and what I refer to as “unmarked identities” by stating, “The bourgeois public sphere has been structured from the outset by a logic of abstraction that provides a privilege for unmarked identities: the male, the

---

[^42]: Michael Warner, *Publics and Counterpublics* (New York: MIT Press, 2002). 166. I begin with Warner’s consideration of the public because it lays the foundation for understanding the public as an organization based on discursive exchange and not norms. I also choose not to start with Habermas because chapter 2 attempts to disrupt the hegemonic reproduction of Habermas’ perspective on what constitutes a bourgeois public sphere.
white, the middle class, the normal.” Warner’s consideration highlights that publics are not created equally and that a higher or “unmarked” position within a social hierarchy bestows upon certain people more ability to shape and construct the public. Livingston, along with other rhetorical scholars, has largely agreed with Warner’s idea that certain identities have more power than others when it comes to shaping the public sphere. More contemporary examples, Regina Duthley and Alan Gross’ work for example, differ from Warner’s position in that they have focused on the ability of marginalized groups to create their own publics. Another strain of more contemporary accounts of the rhetorical public focuses on how the boundaries of the public are established. In this vein, Randall argues that the boundaries or constraints on citizenship are reproduced and revealed through the enactment of power. I translate Randall’s point about physical violence into power to reflect that instrumental violence can take the form of violent expectation production to highlight how the disciplining of Black people’s actions can cause emotional, physical, and mental suffering. Randall’s engagement with the rhetorical utility of instrumental violence (power) highlights that physical sacrifices can be instrumental to establishing a public, which links back to Allen’s consideration of sacrifice as an inherent component of democratic citizenship.
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43 Warner, Publics, 167.
Allen’s account of sacrifice connects Clinton’s Mason Temple speech and Du Bois’ concept of the color-line. Allen states, “As citizens struggle over political questions, they will necessarily come to understand how political choices affect social experience. The site of sacrifice is between the social world—of custom and of mental, physical, and economic harm from other citizens and the political world of institutions and practices for the sake of which one wants to master that harm.” Allen’s point reveals that for a public or “people” to exist it requires the sacrifice of members either of or outside of the “people.” I build on and differ from Allen’s conception of sacrifice, and publics research more broadly, by contesting the idea that sacrifice is inherently universal. Allen implicitly depicts the form of sacrifice experienced by members of the public as universal when she says, “No democratic citizen, adult or child, escapes the necessity of losing.” Allen’s statement implies a universal and undifferentiated form of sacrifice because of her use of the universal negative “no” in conjunction with the noun “democratic citizen.” The universal negative in conjunction with a noun implies universality because for the statement to be true it means that all things described by the noun must experience in Allen’s case “losing.” I agree with Allen that sacrifice is inevitable, however I disagree with Allen’s framing of undifferentiated sacrifice. A differentiated concept of sacrifice highlights the continued relevance of the color-line because it illuminates that certain people (specifically Black people) are called upon to sacrifice more than others as a requirement for their introduction into the public. Considering the color-line as a form of sacrifice with different conditions connects Du Bois’ idea of the color-line to Clinton’s Mason Temple speech by making it clear that Clinton was able to reproduce the color-line by demanding that Black “citizens” sacrifice their lives for the larger American population.

46 Allen, Strangers, 29.
47 Allen Strangers, 28.
Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech and the other selected speeches from his corpus show the continual pervasiveness of the color-line and thus illuminate the unique form of sacrifice demanded from Black Americans in their role as what Allen called “democratic citizen[s].” Clinton reveals the differences in sacrifice in the American public by offering Black Americans provisional acceptance into the category of “American” at the cost of supporting the Crime Bill. Barret highlights that in the 1990s advocacy for the values of increased policing and stricter crime penalties were often used to control the perceptions and actions of members of the Black community. The controlling function of depictions of Black crime is important to this project because it highlights that by describing certain neighborhoods as crime ridden, politicians like Bill Clinton were able to confirm their own hypothesis by justifying increased policing efforts in such areas.

Further, the disproportionate incarceration rates for Black and white Americans highlights that Black people are called upon more often to sacrifice their lives and freedom for the maintenance of institutional stability. Linscott provides a preliminary answer to why Black Americans are called upon to sacrifice not just their position on pieces of legislation but also their livelihood for acceptance into democratic citizenship. Linscott theorizes that the identity of “Black American” is at best an oxymoron. Through an analysis of #Black Lives Matter, Linscott concludes that the American public is built upon the exclusion of Black people.


borrows from Christina Sharpe to argue that the exclusion of Black people from the American public enables a wanton disregard for their lives.\textsuperscript{50} In other words, Linscott argues that Black expulsion from the public reveals that “All Lives (Don’t) Matter.”\textsuperscript{51}

The exclusion of Black folks from the American public also negatively affects the public as a whole. As Entman’s analysis reveals, media representations in the 1990’s allowed politicians to create fictitious depictions of life within the United States that were then taken as justifications for policies that often disproportionately negatively affected the poor and marginalized. In his book, Democracy Without Citizens: Media and the Decay of American Politics, Entman argues that the exclusion of certain identities from American politics undercuts the efficacy of the political system for all.\textsuperscript{52} Thinking through each of the previous arguments in conjunction in the thesis reveals that Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech undercut the efficacy of democratic government in America by promoting the exclusion of the Black population.

Reading Clinton’s speech emphasizes the importance of the color-line as an analytic to examine the contemporary American public because Clinton produced the values of increased policing and responsibility, which have been and are used to justify the exclusion of Black people from the twenty-first century American public. Clinton’s speech also emphasizes the relevance of double-consciousness because it highlights that assessing not only the argumentative strategies of a speaker but also the ethical implications of the speech is instrumental in realizing that calling upon Black Americans to support the Crime Bill implies a set of values that sustain and extend the American racial hierarchy. To further engage in how Clinton was able to reproduce the color-

\textsuperscript{50} Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016), 17.
line and stabilize the contemporary white-over-Black hierarchy it is best to zoom in on the rhetorical strategies at play in the Mason Temple speech specifically.

Ideographs

An ideographic examination of Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech reveals how Clinton used KING and <Freedom> as ideographs to reproduce the color-line by increasing mass incarceration in the United States. Michael Calvin McGee outlines that ideographs are social constructs that have become imbued with certain meaning.\(^{53}\) McGee concretizes this point when he states, “Though words only (and not claims) such terms as ‘property,’ ‘religion,’ ‘right of privacy,’ ‘freedom of speech,’ ‘rule of law,’ and ‘liberty’ are more pregnant than propositions ever could be. They are the basic structural elements, the building blocks of ideology. Thus they may be thought of as ‘ideographs,’ for, like Chinese symbols, they signify and ‘contain’ a unique ideological commitment.”\(^{54}\) McGee articulates how ideographs can strengthen systems of hierarchy: “The end product of the state’s insistence on some degree of conformity in behavior and belief, I suggest, is a rhetoric of control, a system of persuasion presumed to be effective on the whole community.”\(^{55}\) McGee’s point about conformity of behavior as an outgrowth of a rhetoric of control is instructive for this analysis because it highlights that discursive standards can discipline people’s actions. The ability to discipline actions provides foundation for the argument that, because of the color-line and the set of expectations that accompany it, Black people are denied true self-consciousness based on the social imposition of being forced to perform to meet the expectations of the other.

\(^{53}\) McGee, ideograph, 16.

\(^{54}\) McGee, Ideograph, 6–7.

\(^{55}\) McGee, ideograph, 6.
In the Mason Temple speech, Bill Clinton used <Freedom> and KING as ideographs. Bill Clinton used the <Freedom> ideograph to denounce his audience and build support for the Crime Bill. Clinton states, “That is not the freedom, the freedom to die before you're a teenager is not what Martin Luther King lived and died for.” Clinton employs <Freedom> as an ideograph by calling upon the public’s shared meaning of <Freedom> to imply which actions should be taken. Analyzing the usage of <Freedom> in Clinton’s Mason Temple speech highlights that freedom simultaneously gestures toward past tribulations (a disequilibrium in which there is a lack of freedom) at the same time that it promotes disciplined understandings of what creates freedom in the future. Cloud notes that it is auspicious that Democrats chose to deploy <Freedom> rather than <equality>. Cloud’s entanglement is further emboldened by Condit and Lucaites analysis that considers how <equality> is used by Anglo-Americans to produce forms of unity. A possible explanation for Cloud and Lucaites and Condit’s conundrum is that <Freedom> may have a deeper historical relevance to Clinton’s, majority Black, Mason Temple audience and allows Clinton and other users of liberal rhetoric to reinforce the importance of responsibility because freedom must be protected by the individual. As the previous excerpt from the Mason Temple speech reveals, even when employing the ideograph of freedom, Clinton relies upon the ethos and authority of King to provide support.

Bill Clinton also utilized Martin Luther King Jr. as an ideograph to signify that support for the Crime Bill would be an enactment of liberal political unity that “Americans” should support. McGee highlights that ideographs are the terms and vocabularies that produce political
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56 I choose to capitalize the <Freedom> ideograph to reflect that it is Freedom as a noun or proper name for a position within American society; in some way to say that people possess <Freedom>.
57 Cloud Family values, 407.
unity and separation: “Insofar as usages both unite and separate human beings, it seems reasonable to suggest that the functions of uniting and separating would be represented by specific vocabularies, [...] such vocabularies would consist of ideographs.”\(^{59}\) In the Mason Temple speech, Clinton calls upon the name of Dr. King to unify and separate his public.

How would we explain it to Martin Luther King if he showed up today [...] Yes, without regard to race, if you work hard and play by the rules, you can get into a service academy or a good college [...] How could we explain that we gave people the freedom to succeed, and we created conditions in which millions abuse that freedom to destroy the things that make life worth living and life itself? We cannot.\(^{60}\)

Chapter three expands upon this point by revealing that throughout the Mason Temple speech Clinton repeatedly calls upon KING to be the “building block” upon which a shared future and past can be constructed. Another reason that KING seems to function as an ideograph in Clinton’s speech is because Clinton’s memory of KING signifies a unique ideological commitment—specifically, a commitment to governmental policy and a belief that increased policing will help resolve the problems of the Black community. Chapter three reveals how the consistently dominant yet contingent reproduction of King’s legacy along the lines of integrationist and pro-governmental perspectives created a foundation for Clinton’s ability to compartmentalize King’s historical legacy to be synonymous with an integrationist view that uncritically accepted governmental policy.\(^{61}\)

Clinton’s ability to compartmentalize King’s historical legacy is a sign of the strength of his authority over blackness. Some historical accounts of Clinton’s relationship with the Black
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\(^{59}\) McGee, ideograph, 8.
\(^{60}\) Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 33.
community note that he had an unmatched ability to engage with Black people.\textsuperscript{62} For example, John Murphy argues that because of Clinton’s ability to perform blackness he was able to effectively give the speech in the name of Martin Luther King.\textsuperscript{63} In my view, there are two plausible alternative explanations for why Bill Clinton seemed to garner the support of the Black population and perform blackness in the Mason Temple speech. First, as Paul Frymer outlines in \textit{Uneasy Alliances: Race and Party Competition in America}, Black people in the United States in the early 1990’s were caught in a moment of political capture in which the Republican party defined itself appositionally to their issues while Democrats rarely entertained their issues.\textsuperscript{64} In Clinton’s context, Frymer’s argument could be read as Black people had no choice but to have an affinity for Clinton because quite literally in a two party system there was no other choice. Second, as Ronald Judy highlights in his consideration of Black authenticity, Clinton as a white person would have had the option to visit in blackness without making a convincing performance.\textsuperscript{65} Judy’s point about visiting in blackness is illuminating because it highlights that the power to define the stereotypes that constitute blackness within the larger American public allow an individual to make white people feel as if they are better at performing blackness. In addition to these insights which trouble the legitimacy of the claim that Clinton was well liked by Black people because he was comfortable around them, other authors have criticized the very


\textsuperscript{63} Murphy, authority, 71.


notion of “honorary” blackness for its extension of racial hierarchy. Dwight Brooks and James Rada in their assessment of the media coverage of Bill Clinton conclude that perspectives that argue that Clinton was able to better perform blackness than other presidents are counter-productive because they assume static notions of blackness (playing the saxophone, for example) and reify whiteness as the norm. Brooks and Rada argue that these perspectives reify whiteness as norm because they erase that white people also play the saxophone and live in poor communities to make it seem as if only Black people take part in those activities. Chapter 3 focuses on how Clinton’s authority can be counter-productive for Black people in the context of how that same authority was used to promote the Crime Bill.

Hill-Campbell debate

The debate between Forbes Hill and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell highlights why it is useful to reconsider Du Bois’ concept of double-consciousness from a rhetorical perspective. The Hill-Campbell debate was a series of publications in the 1972-3 iterations of the Quarterly Journal of Speech. The debate fundamentally engages the question of the role of rhetorical critics in assessing political actors’ speeches. Fifty years after Nixon’s speech on Vietnamization and forty years after the actual debate between Hill and Campbell, this thesis aims to adopt the debate as a guide to support the conclusion that Clinton’s speech calls for two evaluations. First, there needs
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67 Brooks, Rada, “Constructing Race,” 146.
to be an evaluation of the speech as effective, as it did get Clinton what Clinton wanted. But equally so, there is a need for the speech to be evaluated ethically, for its complicity and participation within a system that would produce sacrifice or suffering for members of the Black community. The more nuanced account that the Hill-Campbell debate calls for reveals that the Mason Temple speech should be evaluated as good in form but also destructive in content.

The concluding chapter of this thesis produces a meta-criticism of the Hill-Campbell debate to argue that Hill’s perspective represents the first consciousness, whereas Campbell’s perspective represents the second or doubled consciousness and that rhetorical criticism and theory needs both. Hill’s strong argument for progressing as if all things were equal is important because it provides a way of evaluating the world not based on semantics but instead empirical data. In my view, Campbell’s perspective offers the possibility and requires the doubling in the sense that it calls for us as critics to recognize that the words do not exist in a vacuum and all things are never equal. The Hill-Campbell debate helps to tie this project together because it fundamentally asks us as rhetorical critics to return to whether the ethical implications of a speech should be considered when evaluating a speech.

Conclusion

Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech and selected other speeches from his corpus are a set of rhetorical occasions worthy of further investigation because they provide an opportunity to examine the relationship between the lighter and darker races in 2018. The overarching questions which the larger thesis illuminates are: What gave Bill Clinton the authority to sacrifice the views and lives of Black people? What does Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech reveal about race relations in contemporary American society? In the twenty-first century, is it still impossible to be Black and American? To provide preliminary insight on these questions, this first chapter
focused on developing an account of Bill Clinton’s biography, rhetorical themes, and the Mason Temple speech to lay the foundation for the investigations in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.

**Chapter Outline**

Chapter two focuses on two speeches from Clinton’s corpus to support the claim that, as a white male president, Bill Clinton was vested with an undue authority to sacrifice the views and lives of marginalized populations. Further, in response to how reproductions of the rhetorical public that build upon Habermas attempt to obscure consciousness, the second chapter highlights how, taking Du Bois’ double-consciousness as an example, bringing consciousness into rhetorical theory would help to problematize the power of unmarked identities to sacrifice marginalized populations. The second chapter focuses on where Clinton got his authority and what it allowed him to do.

The third chapter engages in an ideographic rhetorical criticism of Clinton’s use of <Freedom> and KING in order to investigate how the contemporary rhetorical public allowed for the literal sacrifice of Black people. Focusing on Clinton’s usage of KING reveals how Clinton was able to obfuscate his own performance by producing a nostalgic memory of King that fit his needs. Further, the third chapter highlights that Clinton used <Freedom> to dictate which actions his audience should take in order to honor the life and work of KING. Chapter three also reveals how Clinton’s ability to define the actions of his audience highlights the continual pervasiveness of the role-defining and hierarchy-stabilizing functions of the color-line because he was able to dictate that his audience support the Crime Bill—a piece of legislation
that would stabilize and expand the incarceration of Black people. Analyzing both KING and <Freedom> as ideographs in the Mason Temple speech reveals that Clinton was able obfuscate his own performance and dictate that his audience support the Crime Bill.

Chapter four concludes by recounting the major themes of this analysis and highlighting ways that Du Bois’ double-consciousness can be instructive for rhetorical criticism and theory. Particularly, chapter four offers a meta-criticism of the scholarly debate between Forbes Hill and Karyln Kohrs Campbell. Reviving the Hill-Campbell debate illuminates this project’s relationship to Murphy’s evaluation because it highlights that there needs to be an evaluation of the speech as effective, as it did get Clinton what Clinton wanted; but also, that there needs to be an evaluation of the speech that examines its complicity and participation in sacrificing members of the Black community.
Chapter 2: Authority and Sacrifice: Bill Clinton’s Rainbow Coalition Speech, Race, and the Rhetorical Public.

On August 11, 1993, President Bill Clinton declared, “Crime has been used as a way to divide Americans with rhetoric. [. . .] I thank the Republican Members of Congress who are here today—it is time to use crime as a way to unite Americans through action.” Clinton’s “Remarks Announcing the Initiative and an Exchange with Reporters,” exemplifies how he was vested with the undue authority to unify the American public based on the sacrifice of marginalized identities. This chapter examines the concepts of authority and sacrifice to demonstrate how Bill Clinton had the authority to give a speech where he sacrificed the views and lives of Black people by asking his audience to support the Crime Bill. The first section of this chapter considers the basis for authority in the rhetorical public. The second section considers how that authority was deployed rhetorically to enact the sacrifice of Black Americans. Finally, this chapter concludes by considering what Bill Clinton’s authority to sacrifice Black Americans reveals about being Black and American in the twenty first century. Authority and sacrifice illuminate Clinton’s enactment of the color-line in the Mason Temple speech because the authority bestowed onto Clinton by the structure of the American public allowed him to dictate the problem as crime and the solution as increased policing for the Black community. 
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2 For contemporary accounts that highlight that legislation supported by Bill Clinton sustained and exacerbated the disproportionate incarceration of Black Americans see Richter, Paul, “Clinton Hails Three Strikes’ Sentence: Crime: He says federal life term proves worth of the bipartisan-backed crime bill. He urges similar support to adopt his anti-terrorism legislation. LA Times, August 20, 1995, accessed May 27, 2017; David Savage, Paul Richter, “Clinton to Sign Bill Preserving stiff Penalties for Crack: Drugs: It would block a move to treat powdered cocaine violations equally. Opponents see a bias, since most of those facing the tougher terms are black.” LA Time, October 27, 1995, accessed May 27, 2017. http://articles.latimes.com/1995-10-27/news/mn-61778_1_crack-cocaine. The word “black” is capitalized throughout the essay to express that “Black” signifies a group of people that share a common
Throughout this chapter I understand the rhetorical “public,” borrowing from Bitzer’s article engaging public communication, as a group of individuals called to respond to a similar exigence. By removing the requirement of conversation or symbolic exchange, my definition of the public leaves space to highlight that Black people may be within the American “public” but not be able to participate in the public as “American.” This understanding of the public helps to recognize the mythic nature of the public because it emphasizes that for Black people participation is often projected onto them but not actualized. Focusing on authority as it presents itself in Clinton’s “Remarks to the Rainbow Coalition National Convention” speech reveals how Clinton, as a presidential candidate, was vested with provisional access to the role of communicator-in-chief and gained undue authority to articulate the problems and solutions for marginalized groups. The Rainbow Coalition speech is an especially generative text because of the audience. In the Rainbow Coalition speech, Clinton speaks to an ethnically and racially-diverse audience denouncing the words of Sister Souljah and dictated what is best about the Rainbow Coalition. Clinton’s ability to dictate the “best things” about the Rainbow Coalition convention and who it does and does not honor highlights his undue authority to define the problems and solutions for marginalized identities. Considering Clinton’s authority is instructive
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for rhetorical theory because it illuminates how the continual conceptualization of the public sphere as one based on the exchange of reason devoid of consciousness stabilizes and sustains violent hierarchy. Clinton’s speeches exemplify a public built on reason devoid of consciousness because Clinton’s authority to arbitrate reason (determine what is for the good of “the people”) is what allowed him dictate what was “best” about the Rainbow Coalition and what “rights” members of the United States public had. As discussed in chapter one, I understand consciousness as a view of oneself not determined by another. Du Bois lamented that, in his time, this sort of existential consciousness was foreclosed to Black people because of the imposition of white authority and control over both the actions and perceptions of Black people.

Investigating Clinton’s use of sacrifice is rhetorically productive because it illuminates how the American public sphere is built on sacrifice. Furthermore, an examination of the rhetorical construction of white male authority and Black sacrifice in Clinton’s discourse provides contemporary evidence of Du Bois’ claim that it is impossible to be Black and American.

The rhetorical public placed Clinton in a position of authority to sacrifice the views and lives of marginalized, specifically Black, populations in the United States. In the following section, I focus on Habermas’s excitement at the divergence between reason and consciousness to reveal the basis of Clinton’s undue authority. I choose to focus on Habermas’ perspective because his emphasis on the divergence between rationality and consciousness has been fundamental to rhetorical understandings of the contemporary American public. For example, Christian Lundberg in his consideration of how psychoanalysis can be illuminating for
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understanding the public begins from the assumption of linguistic psychoanalysis that meaning is not stable but instead fluid. Lundberg’s beginning at a lack of stable meaning is an example of being devoid of consciousness because it deemphasizes the material reality that gives rise the need for language in favor of an assumption that rationality will lead toward deciphering signs. Linda Flower also produces the rhetorical public devoid of consciousness in her application of Habermas’ public sphere to an intercultural perspective. After investigating the rhetorical roots of authority this essay moves on to describe how the sacrifice of marginalized identities, as exemplified by Clinton’s “Remarks Announcing the Initiative,” can serve as a unifying ritual for the American public. This essay concludes by reflecting on what Clinton’s authority to sacrifice reveals about the contemporary American public.

Authority in the American Rhetorical Public

Considerations that adopt Habermas’ concept of the public sphere have been built in opposition to consciousness because the ability to control reason has been touted as a justification to look past individual consciousness as a requirement for meaningful engagement with the public. Gerad Hauser and Amy Grim published *Rhetorical Democracy: Discursive Practices of Civic Engagement* in which they also argue that analyzing arguments absent some a priori framing could be useful for the future of rhetorical democracy. Hauser and Grim’s reproduction of Habermas is significant as their work has been cited nearly 100 times and
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fundamental to the works of other rhetorical critics such as Linda Flower and Stephen Hartnett.\textsuperscript{11} Alongside Hauser and Grim, Sommerfeldt in his article about social capital hails the Habermasian model of the public sphere built upon exchange and publicity as generative to creating civil society.\textsuperscript{12} Rhys Williams, predating the aforementioned engagements, almost prophetically, exclaimed that the critiques of the Habermasian public sphere based on a lack of access were overstated and that instead Habermas’ model should be reproduced as a way for marginalized groups to gain cultural resources to engage in democratic practices.\textsuperscript{13} Multiple feminist scholars of the public sphere have highlighted that the development of publics theory based on the assumed universality of reason creates inherent biases that decrease the accessibility and efficacy of American democratic discourse.\textsuperscript{14} Warner in \textit{Publics and Counterpublics} addresses the inequality in defining and participating in the American public when he notes that the public sphere is a frame of reference structured by the privilege vested in unmarked


identities. Feminist rhetorical theorists and Warner’s argument that certain particularities (white, male) are granted more authority in defining the “frame of reference” for the American public is instructive for this analysis because they highlight that those vested with the power to define the “frame of reference” possess an authority to determine who is included and what the concerns are in the American public.

Though Habermas seemed to be delighted with divergence between consciousness and rationality the dominance of his perspective has created a cycle in which marginalized perspectives are marginalized perpetually. Habermas states, “Mead (1863-1931) and Durkheim (1858-1917) belong, like Weber (1864-1920), to the generation of founding fathers of modern sociology. Both developed basic concepts in which Weber’s theory of rationalization may be taken up again and freed from the aporias of the philosophy of consciousness.” I take issue with two underlying assumptions of Habermas’ point. First, by explicitly naming Mead, Durkheim and Weber, Habermas actively erases the fact that W.E.B. Du Bois was a sociologist of the time which highlights that something may be able to be added to Habermas’ and his followers’ analysis by overturning that mistake. Secondly, Habermas’ note that rationalization had been “freed” from consciousness highlights the overarching point that the universal reason that underwrites the public sphere is derived in opposition to consciousness. My critique of
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15 Warner, Publics, 166-7.
16 For an account of those dancing on the grave of consciousness see Jurgen Habermas, Thomas Burger (trans) The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989), 1-20; John Dewey, The Public and its Problems (Denver: Swallow, 1954), 1-20; John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy (Cosimo Classics, 2008), 1-20; Richard Rorty, “The Contingency of Language” (3-22) In Contingency, irony, and solidarity. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 5. For an account of the dangerousness of the presumed universality of Western rationality see Lewis Gordon, Bad faith and antiblack racism (Atlantic Highlands: Humanities Press, 1995), 1-20; Lewis Gordon, What Fanon Said: A Philosophical Introduction to His Life and Thought (Just Ideas) (Fordham University Press, 2015), 1-20; Gordon explains that in the United States disciplines have come together based on a scripto-centric grand narrative of Western rationality that forecloses consideration of questions outside of that rational paradigm such as why in a society of supposedly equal rights there is still economic and social disparity.
17 Habermas, Theory of Communicative Action 2, 1.
Habermas steps away from previous rhetorical research in two important ways. First, it seems that the most influential criticisms of Habermas have questioned the representativeness of the public sphere Habermas outlines in *The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere*.\(^{18}\) I am not as much interested in whether Habermas’ bourgeois public reflects a contemporary public but instead how dangerous Habermas’ standards for recognition as a member of the public can be. Chantal Mouffe proposes a similar criticism of Habermas whilst making her case for a pluralistic democracy.\(^{19}\) However, I attempt to step beyond Mouffe and the agonistic paradigm to advance an argument that questions how the standards of recognition in the public sphere obscure conversations that can meaningfully consider racial difference.\(^{20}\)

The presumption that all humans can participate equally in the American public based on reasonable self-interest is leveraged by those with unmarked identities to justify white men having first and last say concerning what is for the good of “the people.”\(^{21}\) Jane Mansbridge explained how this presumption can negatively affect women: “the very capacity to identify with others can be easily manipulated to the disadvantage of women [. . .] The transformation of ‘I’
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\(^{18}\) Craig Calhoun, “The Class Consciousness of Frequent Travelers: Toward a Critique of Actually Existing Cosmopolitanism,” The South Atlantic Quarterly 101 (4) (2002): 869-80; Nancy Fraser, “Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy,” Social Text (25/26) (1990): 56-80.\(^{19}\) Chantal Mouffe, “Deliberative Democracy or Agonistic Pluralism,” Social Research 66 (3) (1999): 745-50.\(^{20}\) Craig Calhoun edits a wonderful anthology on Habermas and the public sphere in which many prominent authors submit well researched considerations of the public sphere. Noticeably missing from this standard setting work is a sustained consideration of race. (Ed.) Craig Calhoun *Habermas and the Public Sphere* (Cambridge: MIT Press.1992): It is interesting that in Chantal Mouffe’s rejoinder to Habermas with Ernesto Laclau racialized perspectives are missing as a fundamental question. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe *Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics* (London: Verso, 1985). Daniel Brouwer and Robert Asen edit an anthology that attempts to engage with this question. However, there seems to only be a brief engagement with how a racialized perspective may change one’s view on the public. Further, the only chapter that engages with race seems more concerned with press than the structure of the public. (Eds.) Robert Asen and Daniel Brouwer *Counterpublics and the State* (Albany: SUNY Press, 2001); for the account on that engages with race see Catherine Squires, “The Black Press and the State: Attracting Unwanted (?) Attention” In (Eds.) Robert Asen and Daniel Brouwer *Counterpublics and the State* (Albany: SUNY Press, 2001), 111-37.\(^{21}\) In this sentence I use “the people” following Micheal Calvin McGee to convey that it is a confederation of individuals whom have different interests but because of the universality of some perspectives those interests are made to seem unified. Micheal Calvin McGee, “Power to the <People>, “Review and Criticism” (December) (1987): 433-4; Michael McGee, “In Search of ‘The People’: a rhetorical Alternative,” Quarterly Journal of Speech (1975): 341-50.
into ‘we’ brought about through political deliberation can easily mask subtle forms of control.”

Mansbridge’s feminist perspective highlights that white men are allowed to define what is good for the people because, as the ultimate unmarked identity (a position gained through the oppression, enslavement and colonization of other identities), they are imbued with the power to define what the interests of the nation are and how each citizen should consider their own personal interests in relationship to the interests of the nation. Bill Clinton exemplified a supercharged form of the power granted to white men in the American public, as a presidential nominee, in his speech to the Rainbow Coalition.

In the Rainbow Coalition speech, Clinton uses the authority vested in him by the American public to constitute what his audience should do and excommunicate those that produce unaccommodating perspectives. Clinton states, “We should honor and encourage work, invest in our people, rebuild our communities. We should reward those who play by the rules and do the reverse for those who don’t.” Clinton’s demand that those that “play by the rules” be rewarded and those that don’t receive “the reverse” is an instructive example because closer inspection reveals that Clinton possessed the power to define what it meant to “play by the rules.” Clinton’s ability to define what it means to “play by the rules” is an outgrowth of the American public’s step away from consciousness because the presumed inherent universality of “the rules” is based on the universal reasoning that produced those rules. Problematizing the faux universal basis of Clinton’s authority is important because it produces a second sight or double-

take aware of the fact that, in a very real sense, playing by the rules means doing what those in positions of disproportionate power want.

In the Rainbow Coalition speech, Clinton uses the authority vested in him by the American public to dictate what was best about his racially and ethnically diverse audience and to excommunicate those that produced perspectives unaccommodating to his position. Examining the Rainbow Coalition speech demonstrates how Clinton, a white man running for president, came to a convention devised to help think through inter-cultural interactions and used that opportunity to dictate the values of and define participation in that group. In other words, the Rainbow Coalition speech is intriguing because it reveals that unmarked identities are vested with the power to go before minorities and define for them who they are and what is best about them.

Clinton exemplifies the danger of an American public constituted oppositionally to consciousness through his call for the ex-communication of Sister Souljah in his Rainbow Coalition speech. Clinton’s Rainbow Coalition speech took place on June 13, 1992 and reports of the time noted that Clinton stunned members of the Coalition with his remarks. Further, reports of the time and the contemporary moment note Clinton’s posturing in the Rainbow Coalition speech as an example of him “acting tough” to prove he would not, and the Democratic
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Party would no longer bow to special (read as Black) interests.\(^{27}\) Clinton states, “Finally, let’s stand up for what has always been best about the Rainbow Coalition which is people coming together across racial lines. [. . .] You had a rap singer here last night named Sister Souljah. I defend her right to express herself through music, but her comments before and after Los Angeles were filled with the kind of hatred that you do not honor today and tonight.”\(^{28}\) When Clinton refers to Sister Souljah’s comments, he is referring to comments made by Sister Souljah stemming from her participation on a panel at the Rainbow Coalition entitled “The Youth Summit” which dealt with voter registration and ways to empower Black youth. Sister Souljah stated, “When you have young black men who are socially and economically ignored then they become casual murderers, they don’t distinguish between black and white victims.” Later that day Sister Souljah was asked by a Washington Post reporter whether those perpetuating violence in the LA riots was wise. She stated,

“Yeah it was wise, I mean, if black people kill black people every day, why not have a week and kill white people? [. . .] In other words, white people, this government, and that mayor were well aware of the fact that black people were dying every day in Los Angeles under gang violence. So if you’re a gang member and you would normally be killing somebody, why not kill a white person? Do you think that somebody thinks that white people are better, or above and beyond dying, when they would kill their own kind?”\(^{29}\)


\(^{28}\) Clinton, Rainbow Coalition, paragraph 68-70.

Sister Souljah’s comments reveal that she is not attempting to call for killing white people but instead implying that it would be wise for those that normally kill Black people to turn their attention to someone else.

Clinton’s denunciation of Sister Souljah produces an account of what is “best” about the Rainbow Coalition and what the Coalition supports that takes on a hegemonic character within the American public. The hegemonic character of Clinton’s comments is revealed by his own assessment of how it sat with those not in his Rainbow Coalition Audience. Days after his speech amidst coverage of the mixed reviews the speech received Clinton stated, “A lot of people said to me they agreed with what I said.” Clinton’s comment reflects the hegemonic character of his perspective because his position of authority allowed him to produce a seemingly normative definition of who is included and what the coalition is for. George Yancy offers an account of how the structure of the American public bestows such authority onto people like Bill Clinton in his consideration of the white gaze. Yancy describes the white gaze as the ability of white people to look out into the world and describe it as they see it; these descriptions then shape our shared perceptions of the world even if they do not match up with reality. This phenomenon is particularly insidious when used by white people to define “appropriate” Blackness. Yancy states, “To have one’s dark body invaded by the white gaze and then to have that body returned as distorted is a powerful experience of violation. The experience presupposes an anti-Black lived context, a context within which whiteness gets reproduced and the white body as norm is reinscribed.” Yancy’s point highlights that access to normative definitions allows white people

30 Here I mean hegemonic in the sense that it is often regarded as the closest to objective. Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci (eds.) Quentin Hoare and Geoffrey Smith (London: ElecBook, 1999 [1971]), 501-5.
to create constructions of Black people that do not align with reality. Yancy’s point is revealing for Clinton’s speech because it highlights that in defining who was included and what was best about the coalition Clinton reproduced a logic that measures what is best about the Rainbow Coalition based on whether it produces good outcomes for white people. Yancy’s point also highlights that, because white people are given the authority to define what and who counts in society, when soon to be President Bill Clinton defined what was best about the Rainbow Coalition his perspective would be given more influence with the larger public than the perspectives of members of the Coalition.

Clinton’s authority to define what is best about and who is included in the Rainbow Coalition is indebted to the presumption of universal reason within the public sphere because Clinton depended upon the rhetorical resource of access to normative definitions invested in him as a prospective communicator-in-chief to define what is good and bad about the Rainbow Coalition. It is important to note that Clinton does not use the word “should” or make a prescriptive claim but instead takes on the normative stance of defining what the Rainbow Coalition does and does not honor. Clinton’s normative stance is an outgrowth of the presumed universality of reason in the public sphere because he is granted the authority to make normative statements based on his existence as what reason has allowed to stand as the basic frame of reference for the American public—a white male president. Clinton’s willful exclusion of Sister Souljah from the American public is relevant because it reveals that, in the American public, unmarked identities are vested with the power to exclude marginalized identities from any space they see fit.

Reading Clinton’s excommunication of Sister Souljah in juxtaposition with his jurisdiction over the rules clarifies the danger of a public based on the undeserved authority of
those with unmarked identities. When Clinton’s statement that “we should reward those who play by the rules” is read in the context of his exclusion of Sister Souljah it reveals that those that do not play by the rules, as established by unmarked identities, are vulnerable to ex-communication from the American public. In this case, Clinton implies that Sister Souljah breaks the rules of civility and unity with her statements in support of the riots in Los Angeles. Clinton’s ability to use unification of liberal community to create a precarious position for Black people in the American public highlights room for growth in rhetorical publics theory because it reveals that understandings of the public sphere which turn a blind-eye to the continual reproduction of white normativity under the rubric of universal reason allow for certain identities to be elevated as the final arbiters of reasoning which invests within them the ability to exclude others from the public.

A Bond Built on Sacrifice

While the case of the Rainbow Coalition speech highlights that unmarked identities possess undue authority over the standards of the American public, analyzing Clinton’s “Remarks Announcing the Initiative” reveals that the American public can be unified through sacrifice.\(^{33}\) When I use sacrifice here and throughout I mean to gesture away from religious sacrifice and instead focus on socio-political sacrifice.\(^{34}\) I chose to focus on socio-political sacrifice because it better highlights how organizations of people connected by not inherent but

\(^{33}\) Orlando Patterson, *Rituals of Blood: Consequences of Slavery in Two American Centuries* (Washington DC: Civitas Counterpoint, 1998), XIII. Patterson outlines that communities can be brought together through the sacrifice of community members and outsiders.

instead chosen custom can produce violent forms of sacrifice. In the American public, those within the public (members and non-members) are called upon to give up their wants and desires for the supposed betterment of the nation as a whole. Juliet Hooker in her analysis of Black Lives Matter has highlighted that the sacrifice based transactional model is counter-productive for minorities because they are often called upon to give up more than others.\textsuperscript{35} Focusing on sacrifice is instructive for rhetorical theory because it reveals that by doing undue harm to those at the bottom of the hierarchy in the American public the public itself is sustained. In other words, in some cases, the American bond is a bond built from the blood of “Americans.”\textsuperscript{36} To explicate how Clinton’s speech reveals the rhetorical power of presidents to demand sacrifice and the dangers that it poses, I first show how presidents exercise the rhetorical power to demand sacrifice and then consider what that reveals about the structuration of the American public.

Because of his position as not only an unmarked identity but also a president, Bill Clinton was able to produce a set of values for the American public that demanded socio-political sacrifice from the most vulnerable within the American public. Danielle Allen discussed the vital role of sacrifice in the American political system in her book \textit{Talking to Strangers}, in which she observed, “Of all the rituals relevant to democracy, sacrifice is preeminent. No democratic citizen, adult or child, escapes the necessity of losing out at some point in a public decision.”\textsuperscript{37} Allen’s insight highlights that American democracy, because of its presumption of universality, has the capacity to demand that each of its participants give up something for the assumed greater good of the nation. Clinton’s ability to define the greater good when read in conjunction

\textsuperscript{36} In this sentence I use the metaphor of Blood to match up with Patterson’s analysis of how the blood rites of sacrifice create a connection between members of the group participating in the sacrifice. Patterson, \textit{Rituals of Blood}, 175-80.
with the idea that the American public can demand sacrifice leads to the conclusion that, if Clinton wanted to, he could demand the social and political sacrifice of any marginalized group within the American public.

Clinton’s ability to demand sacrifice illuminates the need to consider distinctions in the severity of sacrifice. Allen’s conceptualization of sacrifice seems to make no distinction between not getting the pothole outside one’s house fixed and the unscrupulous redlining policies that have contributed to inequitable economic growth over the last nearly fifty years.38 For example, Allen states, “Democracy puts its citizens under a strange form of psychological pressure by building them up as sovereigns and then regularly undermining each citizen’s experience of sovereignty.”39 Allen’s point highlights the danger in undifferentiated understandings of sacrifice because it presumes that all citizens are given the position of “sovereign” or control over their own fate. As a rejoinder, I argue that it is imperative to realize that for some their sovereignty is undermined and for others the very possibility of sovereignty is ripped away by their mere existence. The significance of the severity of sacrifice becomes evident in a passage from Clinton’s “Remarks announcing the initiative”: “Finally, if we are to take back the streets of America from the gangs and drug dealers, we must do what has not been done before: We must actually enact a crime bill. [...] When it comes to hardened, violent criminals, society has the right to impose the most severe penalties.”40 Clinton’s ability to normatively define differing severities of sacrifice is revealed by considering his assertion that the streets need to be taken

40 Clinton, “Remarks announcing initiative,” paragraph 12.
back and that the society has “a right” to punish criminals with impunity.  

Clinton’s demand to “take back the streets” highlights a differentiated form of sacrifice because it means that some Americans would have to give up the streets for the betterment of the nation. Retrospectively, Clinton’s claim supports increased policing in largely minority neighborhoods because, in his view, the streets belonged to the law-abiding citizens and they could be taken back from the people that actually lived there. Clinton’s ability to divide through rhetoric signals the relevance of the color-line because it highlights that by defining what the good of the nation is and asserting that some people are not a part of that project, much like he did with Sister Souljah, Clinton is able to imply that some people, those that agree with Clinton, have more claim to the “streets” than others. Clinton’s ability to normatively define the good of the society and to imply that certain individuals within the American public have more claim to the public than others alone would be somewhat worrying, but when those abilities are combined with an ideology underwritten by white normativity that justifies the “right” of the society to punish criminals it becomes that much more menacing.

Clinton’s assertion that it is the “right” of American society to dole out the “most severe penalties” shows how contemporary understandings of the rhetorical public enable unmarked identities to sacrifice marginalized identities for their own gain. Clinton’s admonition moves segments of the American public along a hierarchy of value by implying that some people (law-abiding citizens) should receive a symbolic or material benefit from the punishment of other people (criminals). Clinton’s dictation of what is owed to his segment of society (white-law-


42 In this sentence I use the phrase “hierarchy of value” to reflect that certain members of the American public are treated as if they have more claim or “humaness.” Alexander Wehelye produces a similar account of “not-quite human” in his work describing racialized assemblages. Alexander Weheliye, Habeas Viscus: Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theories of the Human (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014), 11.
abiding citizens) reveals a differentiated form of sacrifice because it asserts that it is a right of society to demand that some people give up more (their lives and time). Focusing on Clinton’s assertion of a “right” is instructive for rhetorical publics theory because it highlights how those possessing the authority of unmarked identities are allowed to determine not just what the society should do, but also what is owed to the society.

Clinton’s dictation of what is owed to the American public as a “right” is further illuminated when considered as a rite. Clinton’s assertion that the American public (really a certain segment thereof) has a “right” to punish criminals reveals that there is a communal element involved in the project of punishing criminals. In some way, Clinton’s point seems to be that criminals owe something to the larger American public that law-abiding members of the public should be able to cash in on. Emphasizing the communal and transactional elements of Clinton’s statement reveals his assertion of a “right” as instead a rite because it highlights that, by partaking in the punishment of criminals, individuals can be offered acceptance into the larger American public.

Clinton’s call for the social-political and at times physical sacrifice of criminals illuminates the capacity of the “rite” of social-political sacrifice to organize and stabilize the contemporary American public. Orlando Patterson highlights the communal aspects of sacrifice when he states, “The sacrificial ritual created not only a compact between the sacrificers and their god but a compact of fellowship among the sacrificers themselves.” Patterson’s insight helps to draw a linkage between Clinton’s project of communal unification against criminals and the project of human sacrifice. My argument here is not that the American public is always

---

43 Patterson, *Rituals*, 175-80. Patterson considers the sacrifice of Black people at the turn of the century as a rite of passage for the larger white society. Patterson describes “rites” in this sense as communal actions that are taken to establish one’s position within a given community.

44 Patterson, *Rituals*, 183.
constituted through the sacrifice of others, but that Clinton in his speech did use sacrifice to unify the American public. Clinton offers his most summoning call for sacrifice when he says of his crime bill, “[I]t’s tough. It is fair. It will put police on the street and criminals in jail. It expands the Federal death penalty to let criminals know that if they are guilty, they will be punished. It lets law-abiding citizens know that we are working to give them the safety they deserve. It is the beginning, just the beginning but a major beginning, of a long-term strategy to make America a more law-abiding, peaceful place.” Clinton’s statement reveals the unifying nature of sacrifice in the American public through its juxtaposition of “the Federal death penalty” and making the United States better for “law-abiding citizens.” Clinton’s positive evaluation of the bill’s expansion of the federal death penalty is a call for literal physical sacrifice because it implies that in order for the nation to become better some members must literally perish. Clinton’s assertion that the Bill will increase the safety that “law-abiding” citizens “deserve” reveals the danger in authority being vested in unmarked identities. Clinton’s power should be analyzed because in being allowed to determine who the law-abiding citizens are and what the laws are Clinton is given a dangerous amount of control over who lives and who dies which he can (and did) use for his own gain. 

Reading Clinton’s project of getting tough on crime in relation to the sociological facts of the day that before Clinton’s initiatives violent crime rates were decreasing, reveals the most frightening part of the implications of undue authority to demand sacrifice. The most

---

45 Clinton, “Remarks announcing the initiative,” paragraph 6.
46 Agamben highlights that state authority over violence produces a hierarchy in which the state is vested with the power to continually create “states of exception” to further legitimize the usage of violence. Giorgio Agamben Homo sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 1-20. Andrew Norris Politics, Metaphysics, and Death: Essays on Giorgia Agamben’s Homo Sacer (Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), 1-5.
frightening revelation brought to bear by analyzing Clinton’s authority to produce sacrifice is that IT COULD HAVE HAPPENED TO ANYONE. Even taking into account the astronomical increase in crime rates that came with the advent of crack-cocaine in the 1980’s, reports from Clinton’s historical moment reflect that violent crime rates were decreasing and that increased sentencing would not help resolve the problem of crime in the communities most harshly effected.\(^4^8\) Recognizing that crime rates were decreasing is instructive for analyzing Clinton’s speech because it reveals that based on his undue authority Clinton was vested with the power to make up a problem and then resolve that problem by sacrificing the views and lives of marginalized, specifically Black, people. In other words, Bill Clinton was able to ride the wave of a “phantom,” a socially/psychologically constructed image that does not match up with reality, of the American public which projected onto some, mostly Black, citizens a seemingly legally neutral cleansing.\(^4^9\) Bill Clinton’s big sham is instructive for rhetorical theory because it could have happened to any group. Clinton, because of his position as an unmarked identity, and as president at that, was imbued with the power to define what it meant to be a member of the American public and identify those whom did not fit that role. Clinton’s authoritative stance was made clear early on in this analysis by focusing on how he was able to define for the American people not only what was best about the Rainbow Coalition, but also who the Rainbow Coalition did and did not honor.

\(^{49}\) Here my use of phantom is meant to be in line with Yancy’s understanding of a phantom as a cognitively/ socially constructed image or idea of a person or situation. George Yancy, \textit{Look, A White!: Philosophical Essays on Whiteness} (Philadelphia, Temple University Press, 2012), 17-30.
The dangerousness of Clinton’s undue authority over sacrifice was revealed by this analysis because it highlights that undue authority allowed him to demand the social-political and sometimes physical sacrifice of marginalized groups. Clinton was able to demand the literal sacrifice of the lives of criminals by asserting that to make the country safer for “law-abiding citizens” it was necessary to increase the scope of the Federal death penalty. Moreover, the most troubling realization about Clinton’s approach is that at the time crime rates were decreasing. In other words, Clinton’s demonization of criminals and eventual passage of legislation that would increase the size and stability of the prison industrial complex was not a response to an empirically present problem but instead a rhetorically constructed fictitious one.\(^\text{50}\) The construction of Clinton’s problem is at root rhetorical because it is based on the ability to persuade people that criminals, specifically Black criminals, were not valuable to the society and thus should have their lives and views sacrificed for the greater good. Clinton’s resources were rhetorical but the implications of his speech were material. It is not that Clinton’s speeches were convincing to his immediate audience, but instead that Clinton was able to enact a form of hegemonic authority that could catalyze the excommunication, exclusion, and sacrifice of, specifically Black, minorities in the American public. Contemporary understandings of the rhetorical public justify and create the conditions for Clinton’s speeches because on one hand as the president he embodied the top of the hierarchy within the American public and was thus allowed to constitute the values of the American public and on another hand as an arm of the state was largely responding in line with what he perceived the values of the American public to be. Clinton’s dialectical relationship with the American public is important to note because it

highlights how each statement by those that inhabit unmarked identities can and often does reflect back on the values of the American public.

Conclusion

I conclude by reflecting on how the concept of consciousness may provide some insight into how to better produce the rhetorical American public. In opposition to Habermas’s excitement at the move away from consciousness toward absolute reason, I argue that it is fundamental to recognize the role of consciousness when considering the rhetorical American public. Du Bois’ point about consciousness in *Souls of Black Folk* is relevant today because it highlights that there is a lived reality that ought play a role in our understanding of reason. Particularly important is Du Bois’ point about the measuring tape of the world. Seeing oneself through the eyes of another denies access to true self-consciousness because it means the standards by which one’s actions are measured are never true to oneself but instead determined by white society. Du Bois notes that consciousness exists as a second sight, a kind of reflexivity that allows people to realize that the way things are is not the way they have to be.\footnote{Du Bois, *Souls*, 35-45. Stephen Browne “Du Bois, Double-Consciousness; and the Modern City,” (75-92) In Rhetoric and Community: *Studies in Unity and Fragmentation* (Ed.) Michael Hogan (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1998), 78. Melvin Rogers, “The People, Rhetoric, and Affect: On the Political Force of Du Bois’ *The Souls of Black Folk,*” *American Political Science Review* 106 (1) (2012): 188-95.} Some publics scholars seem to have grabbed onto the idea of reason as a way of universalizing and bracketing out things that they perceive would otherwise get in the way of conversations in the public sphere.\footnote{Dewey, *The public*, 1-5; Rorty, *Contingency*, 5} My critique in this chapter follows Nancy Fraser’s argument that “we should be led to entertain serious doubts about a conception of the public sphere that purports to bracket, rather than to eliminate, structural social inequalities.”\footnote{Fraser, “rethinking the public sphere,” 65.}
excluded from the public sphere, such as women and people of color, are the most foundational justification for consciousness because they trouble the presumed universality of reason. It is through listening to the perspectives of those that are unable to access the supposedly universally accessible form of reason that different views of the public are formed. Consciousness provides the ability to recognize that crime is bad but that criminals are still people. Consciousness emphasizes the humanness in even those that a society wishes to mark as non-human because it forefronts the ability to define oneself for oneself. Defining oneself for oneself helps to recognize that criminals are people because it brings into the conversation the a-priori issues that led to someone committing a crime in the first place. Reason needs consciousness to complicate and then simplify the problems of our world—to create room to say that crime is bad but that the people that commit crimes are not only people but our people.

To support the idea that the universality of reason ought to be challenged as the basis for understanding the contemporary rhetorical public this essay examined two speeches by Bill Clinton. Examining Clinton’s speech to the Rainbow Coalition revealed that the presumption of universal reason defined in opposition to consciousness underwrites a hierarchy in which certain unmarked identities take on the role of final arbiter of reason and are thus granted inequitable and undue authority in defining the boundary of the American public. Clinton made it clear that unmarked identities possess the power to exclude unaccommodating perspectives in his Rainbow Coalition speech by excommunicating Sister Souljah from the Rainbow Coalition through his assertion for them (and for the rest of the American public) that Sister Souljah is not what the

---

Rainbow Coalition honors. After focusing on the Rainbow Coalition speech to establish that contemporary understandings of the rhetorical public bestow upon unmarked identities a dangerous and undue authority this essay moved on to Clinton’s “Remarks Announcing the Initiative.” Focusing on Clinton’s “Remarks” revealed that Clinton was allowed to make up an enemy and then vanquish that enemy. Recognizing that Clinton’s enemy was a phantom, in one sense because not all criminals are as morally depraved as Clinton described them, and in another sense because crime rates at the time were going down in some areas, revealed the most frightening and justifying reason for this study: it could have been anyone. I argue that what Clinton did to, mostly Black, criminals at the end of the twentieth century could have happened to anyone because his authority as arbiter of reason allowed him to define what was good for the state and what was not, and as Gramsci prophesized, that power was misused to increase the stability of conservative American forces. In other words, the contemporary structuring of the American public allows unmarked identities like Clinton to define any other group as the problem and thus demand their sacrifice. The previous revelations provide insight into the values of the American public and the precarious position of Black people within the American public.

Interrogating Clinton’s speeches reveals that the values of the American public are at times in line with the suppression rather than empowerment of marginalized perspectives. Sister Souljah’s excommunication exemplifies the suppression of dissent in the contemporary American public because it reveals that those privileged to embody unmarked identities are often rewarded for defining what the nation stands for by whom it stands against. It is important to

---

55 Gramsci, *Prison Notebooks*, 508. “If every State tends to create and maintain a certain type of civilisation and of citizen (and hence of collective life and of individual relations), and to eliminate certain customs and attitudes and to disseminate others, then the Law will be its instrument for this purpose (together with the school system, and other institutions and activities). It must be developed so that it is suitable for such a purpose—so that it is maximally effective”
interrogate the American public rhetorically because the exigence for each speech comes from the American people themselves.\(^{56}\) In other words, as rhetorical scholars have concluded, Clinton was motivated to give speeches that he thought would improve his standing with the American people.\(^{57}\) When this is considered in the context of Clinton’s production of perspectives that are dangerous for Black Americans it reveals that it was not just Clinton that wanted to sacrifice Black lives, but in some real sense, the nation. The reciprocal relationship between Clinton as president and the American public is worth noting because those that wield the power bestowed upon them by the American public have the authority to demand the sacrifice of any group that they see fit.\(^{58}\) What is in some ways more concerning is that it seems that for some reason certain groups, particularly Black people, are often called to be those that sacrifice more than others for the good of the American public.

Based on the previous analysis of the structure of the rhetorical American public, 100 years after Du Bois’s *The Souls of Black Folk*, it seems that it is still impossible to be Black and American. Analysis of Clinton’s speeches reveals that it is impossible to be Black and American because Black people are never allowed to access consciousness and be American. Black people are denied access to true self-consciousness because unmarked identities define what is “best” about them and what they do and do not “honor.” Put simply, it is impossible to be Black and

\(^{56}\) Lloyd Bitzer, “The Rhetorical Situation,” *Philosophy & Rhetoric* 1 (1) (1968): 1-5. Bitzer describes the exigence as the call for or reason that a speaker speaks. In other words, the exigence is the reason for the speech.


\(^{58}\) VanderHaagen describes the agential spiral as a frame for the repetitive yet progressive process in which a series of agents or groups of agents both interpret and act in response to the past. Here I attempt to adapt that same repetitive yet progressive tendency to the American public, to argue that Clinton’s acts simultaneously created and were created by the perceived values of the American public. Sara VanderHaagen, “The ‘Agential Spiral’ Reading Public Memory Through Paul Ricoeur,” *Philosophy & Rhetoric* 46 (2) (2013): 182-5; Andreea Deciu Ritivoi *Paul Ricoeur: Tradition and Innovation in Rhetorical Theory* (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2006), 49-52.
American because unmarked identities (white, male) get to define what it means to be Black and what it means to be American. Clinton exemplifies this issue throughout his speeches by “moving the goal post” on what it means to be an American in such a way that in each occasion Black people are demanded to sacrifice their perspectives and lives.\textsuperscript{59} Chapter three produces the most sustained account of how Clinton does this rhetorically by highlighting how Clinton’s ability to define the actions and perspectives of his audience allowed him to strongly imply that they ought support the Crime Bill. The exclusion of Black people from the American public, both in the political and rhetorical senses, is important to understand because it illuminates at least two ailments for American democracy. First, as the suppression of Black people could just as easily be pushed onto any marginalized group, it reveals a threat to democratic engagement.\textsuperscript{60} Second, and to this author more and most importantly, it screams to Black citizens that our lives and perspectives do not matter.\textsuperscript{61}


In a November 1, 1967 press release for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Martin Luther King Jr., said, “‘We’ve got to find a method that will disrupt our cities if necessary, create the crisis that will force the nation to look at the situation, dramatize it, and yet at the same time not destroy life or property . . . . We’ve got to make it known that until our problem is solved, America may have many, many days, but they will be full of trouble. There will be no rest, there will be no tranquility in this country until the nation comes to terms with our problem.’”¹ King’s remarks reflect how racism “our problem” continued to plague the Black community and in his view made it impossible for true tranquility to exist within the borders of the United States. Bill Clinton, in his Remarks to the Mason Temple Convocation of God in Christ on November 13, 1993, said, “My fellow Americans, he [King] would say, I fought to stop white people from being so filled with hate that they would wreak violence on black people. I did not fight for the right of black people to murder other black people with reckless abandon.”² Reading King’s quote in juxtaposition with Clinton’s highlights the discontinuity between King’s actual ideas—as expressed in the 1967 press release—and the dominant image of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. promoted in contemporary American society—captured by Clinton’s remarks.³ Moreover, King’s prophecy that the United States will be troubled and have

---

³ Michael Eric Dyson, *I May Not Get There With You: The True Martin Luther King, Jr.* (New York: Free Press, 2000, 5. Dyson describes the situation as a willful cultural amnesia in which the complicated memory of King is actively erased to make way for the institutionally productive sanitized memory.
no tranquility until it comes to terms with “our problem” seems to be coming true in the twenty-first century; amid disproportionate incarceration rates for Black and white Americans and an income gap more cavernous than the 1960’s it seems that King’s “problem” is here to stay.

When thinking through what King could have meant by “our problem” it seems reasonable to conclude it is not all too different from what W.E.B. Du Bois referred to in *The Souls of Black Folk* as the color-line. Du Bois describes the color-line as a set of expectations that demarcates the difference between Black and white people in the United States. Du Bois called the color-line “the problem of the Twentieth century.” Building on Du Bois, in my view, the color-line should be understood as a meandering set of social standards that clearly demarcate the difference between white and Black people in America. I refer to the color-line as meandering because it emphasizes an understanding of the color-line that highlights the ambivalent and insidious nature in which the color-line produces a form of oppression that demarcates roles for both Black and white Americans at the same time that it stabilizes the violence experienced by Black Americans. The ambivalent nature of the color-line makes it especially useful for analyzing Clinton’s use of KING to promote discontinuity in the name of unity because it highlights that Black people are expected to perform for Clinton even if those performances look like supporting a piece of legislation that would assist in the incarceration of millions of Black people. Focusing on the complexity of the oppression produced by the color-line is productive because it highlights how even liberal rhetorical acts can be stabilizing for the contemporary American racial hierarchy.

---

Reading Du Bois’ and King’s points in concert reveals that King’s “problem” and Du Bois’ “problem” seem to be reflections of a trans-historical hierarchy in which Black Americans are exploited for the betterment or comfort of white Americans. This chapter demonstrates how Bill Clinton participated in and sustained the project of Black exploitation in his speech at Mason Temple by rhetorically weaponizing the memory of Dr. King to help achieve his goal of passing H.R. 3355, the Violent Crime and Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (the Crime Bill). Focusing on Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech reveals how using KING and <Freedom> as ideographs allowed Clinton to instantiate the color-line and conceal his own rhetorical performance. In using these ideographs, Clinton asks the Black community to support a piece of legislation that reports of the time suspected would exacerbate disproportionate incarceration rates while producing a speech that was heralded at the time as “memorable” and “remarkable for its passion.” As my work on <Freedom> will follow a more conventional format for an ideographic study I have adopted the <> format. In the case of Martin Luther King Jr. as an ideograph, I have taken the ideographic version of King as KING and references to the person Martin Luther King Jr. as King. My deviation from the <> notation is an attempt to align more with the “false consciousness” component that McGee highlights in the seminal 1980 essay on ideographs. Scholars have used <> to demarcate a transition away from false consciousness and towards more emphasis on ideographs as an outgrowth of the discourse within society not an


\[6\] My use of ideographs in this sentence is indebted to the work of Michael McGee, “The “ideograph”: A link between rhetoric and ideology. Quarterly Journal of Speech 66 (1980):1-16. Further, a reading of the history of ideographs seems to highlight that the <> notation was used to set off that the ideographs were not simply words but more than that. See John Lucaites Flexibility and consistency in eighteenth century Ango-Whiggism: A case study of the rhetorical dimensions of legitimacy. (Diss, University of Iowa, 1984). 48 note 71.
organizing principle of that discourse. Considering how Clinton’s speech reproduces the color-line provides insight into how seemingly liberal rhetorical acts can be used as a basis for reproducing conservative goals like building support for the Crime Bill. Further, analysis of Clinton’s speech reveals that in order to build that support, Clinton needed to willfully forget, and in some ways actively erase, King’s memory to obfuscate his own performance. To develop these arguments, this chapter will proceed as follows. First, I provide context for Clinton’s Mason Temple speech by focusing on how Clinton’s previous engagements with citizens enabled him to employ the benevolent yet demanding tone of the Mason Temple speech. Second, I offer a brief synopsis of the Mason Temple speech. Third, I perform an ideographic rhetorical analysis of Clinton’s Mason Temple speech by focusing on the ideographs <Freedom> and KING. Finally, this chapter concludes by reflecting on how even liberal rhetorical acts can reproduce the color-line and what Clinton’s ability to manipulate King’s memory for the maintenance of institutional control reveals about the precarious position of Black Americans in the twenty-first century.

Examining Clinton’s early political career demonstrates that his benevolent yet demanding tone in the Mason Temple speech grew out of Clinton’s experience asking constituents for resources. Analysis of Clinton’s political career reveals a disregard for social

---


9 This sentence aims to convey that William Jefferson Clinton was born William Jefferson Blythe. For reference to Clinton’s last name as Blythe see Michael Takiff, A Complicated Man: The Life of Bill Clinton as Told by Those Who Know Him (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 5-15.; Jerrold Post, The Psychological Assessment of
circumstances, such as impoverishment and racialized positionality, would allow him to ask for his audience’s support in the Mason Temple speech. Clinton’s political career officially began when, on February 24, 1974, for the first time, Clinton announced that he would be running for public office. In recounting Clinton’s actions during the fund-raising process for his first congressional race, campaign staff member Ann Henry remarked, “‘He never set about trying to make [money]—I mean, it was just policy and enacting it and raising campaign funding.’”

Clinton’s tone in the Mason Temple speech is foreshadowed by Clinton’s fundraising for his first campaign. As another Clinton staffer recalled, “He can raise money like nobody’s business. He could go into poverty-stricken areas of Arkansas and come back with more campaign checks than anybody [. . .] He would literally go door to door, coffeeshop to coffeeshop.”

These examples illustrate Clinton’s tenacity in asking people for money, regardless of the hardship that would be caused by their giving money.

Clinton’s fundraising experiences provided him with the rhetorical tools that he used to demand Black people’s support for the Crime Bill. In the Mason Temple speech, Clinton asks his audience for their full support and specifies that the support should come in the form of honoring “the work of Martin Luther King” and “the meaning of our church” by supporting a piece of legislation that reports of the time predicted would have negative consequences for the Black community. Clinton’s manipulation of King’s memory creates an ethos that functions as a rhetorical resource that allowed Clinton to effectively deliver a commemorative speech that also has a clear deliberative goal.

---


12 Previous rhetorical scholarship points out that a fundamental component of effective commemorative speaking is the ethos or standing of the speaker. Celeste Condit, “The functions of Epideictic: The Boston Massacre Orations as Exemplar,” Communication Quarterly 33 (4) (1985): 284-90. Doi: 10.1080/01463378509369608; Christopher
stricken areas” and come back with more “checks” than anybody. Taken at face value the staffer’s comments would seem like a wonderful compliment especially for a career politician. Interpreted differently, and read in the context of the Mason Temple speech, the staffer’s point highlights that Clinton had an ability to get or take the most from those with the least. Clinton’s fundraising in “poverty-stricken” Arkansas demonstrates how he could have applied the same benevolent tenacity to the project of asking the Black community to support a piece of legislation that would hurt the Black community.

A brief synopsis of the Mason Temple speech reveals how Bill Clinton utilized KING and <Freedom> as ideographs to persuade his mostly Black audience that they should be in support of the Crime Bill. The Mason Temple speech began just before noon on November 13, 1993. Recordings of the speech indicate that the speech was roughly thirty minutes in length, for ten minutes or roughly one-third of the speech Clinton appropriated the name of King to make his point. Clinton delivered his speech to a mostly Black audience of nearly 5,000 ministers. Clinton began his speech by thanking the members of the church administration for their hospitality. Clinton then expressed his feelings about being with the assembly, saying, “Last year I was elected President of this great country. I never dreamed that I would ever have a chance to come to this hallowed place where Martin Luther King gave his last sermon.” Clinton’s emphasis on the location and its relationship to King highlights that KING plays an important role because the speech is given where King last spoke.


14 For accounts of location playing a role in the effectiveness of presidential addresses see Vanessa Beasley, “Speaking at Selma Presidential Commemoration and Bill Clinton’s Problem of Invention” Presidential Studies Quarterly, 44 (2) (2014). 270-74.; Allison Prasch in her analysis of Reagan’s D-Day anniversary address notes that
After drawing attention to his location, Clinton attempted to create a connection between himself and his audience by describing how much he had already done for people like them. Specifically, Clinton discussed his efforts to bring African Americans into his administration, saying, “Thirteen percent of all my Presidential appointments are African-Americans, and there are five African-Americans in the Cabinet of the United States, 2 ½ times as many as have ever served in the history of this great land.”^{15} By calling upon the statistics of his presidential appointments and comparing them to previous moments in history, Clinton framed his presidency as one in which racial progress is happening. Clinton moves on from establishing his narrative of progress to describing what he thinks stands in the way of progress toward a successful future.

Clinton transitioned from positive descriptions of the present and future to describing crime and violence as a community-wide roadblock that he asserts has the potential to derail the progress that has been achieved in the last thirty years. Clinton introduced the problem by stating, “What I really want to say to you today, my fellow Americans, is [. . .] I tell you, unless we do something about crime and violence and drugs that is ravaging the community, we will not be able to repair this country.”^{16} Clinton followed up his claim about the relationship between community and violence by appropriating the name of Dr. King to support his claims.^{17}

Throughout the Mason Temple speech, Bill Clinton invoked King’s name six times to achieve his own goal of gaining support for the crime bill. Clinton begins to appropriate King by

---

^{15} Clinton, “Convocation,” paragraph 7.
^{16} Clinton, “Convocation,” paragraph 29.
stating “if he [King] were to reappear by my side today and give us a report card on the last 25 years, what would he say? You did a good job, he would say, voting and electing people who formerly were not electable because of the color their skin.” Clinton does not only appropriate King’s opinion to validate his positive accounts of the current day but also employs King’s opinion as a mechanism to confirm the problems that he believes are facing the country. Clinton states,

he [King] would say, I did not live and die to see the American family destroyed. [...] I fought for people to have the right to work but not have to have whole communities and people abandoned. This is not what I lived and died for. My fellow Americans, he would say, I fought to stop white people from being so filled with hate that they would wreak violence on black people. I did not fight for the right of black people to murder other black people with reckless abandon.

Here Clinton appropriates the memory of Dr. King to implicitly criticize his audience for their complicity with gun violence in their communities. Clinton then reproduces the voice of King to provide foundation for his closing remarks. During his closing remarks, Clinton appropriates the ideas of King to further emphasize that the audience should support the crime bill. Clinton states,

How would we explain it to Martin Luther King [...] How could we explain that we gave people the freedom to succeed, and we created conditions in which millions abuse that freedom to destroy the things that make life worth living and life itself?... And so I say to you today, my fellow Americans, you gave me this job, and we’re making progress on the things you hired me to do. But unless we deal with the ravages of crime and drugs and violence…none of the things we seek to do will ever take us where we need to go.

---

18 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 17.
19 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 18.
21 Clinton, “Remarks to the Convocation,” paragraph 37-38.
Clinton invokes the idea of explaining to Dr. King the failures of the current society to highlight that there is a problem and it must be changed. Clinton summons the memory of Dr. King one more time to conclude his speech. Clinton states, “So in this pulpit, on this day, let me ask all of you in your heart to say: We will honor the life and the work of Martin Luther King…. We will turn this around. We will give these children a future … We will rebuild the families and the neighborhoods and the communities.”

KING and <Freedom>

In the Mason Temple speech, Clinton uses the ideographs of KING and <Freedom>, respectively, to obfuscate his own performance and to define what actions audience members should take. Examining his strategies of using these ideographs illuminates how in order to build support for the Crime Bill Clinton reproduced the “problem” of the color-line. Michael Calvin McGee outlines that ideographs are social constructs that have become imbued with certain ideological meaning larger than their definition and capable of providing meaning for other words. McGee concretized that ideographs could be used to establish meaning when he outlined that ideographs are the building blocks of society, and thus contain a certain ideological commitment. Although it seems Clinton evoked King’s name as an ideograph, there is one tenet of ideographs that King meets only loosely. Throughout his piece, McGee considers ideographs as abstract pieces of language which have been imbued with a stable meaning and thus utilized to underwrite other public opinions. However, King is not a piece of abstract language but instead a person who lived. Recognizing that King’s memory could be manipulated to serve as an

---

22 Clinton, “Remarks to the Convocation,” paragraph 39.
23 McGee, ideograph, 16.
24 McGee, Ideograph, 6-7. It is worth noting that in this context when McGee uses the term “pregnant” he means to convey “full” or imbued with.
ideograph highlights that authority over the definition and meaning of Black people has the capacity to produce violence onto them post-mortem because even their memory can be revived and turned against what they lived for. In other words, the inhumanity of violence and discrimination that Black people face makes their memory susceptible to being used as nothing more than a building block for the ideology of white normativity. As the “building blocks of ideology,” ideographs provide an instructive perspective on Clinton’s speech because Clinton uses <Freedom> and KING to construct his larger argument that Black people should support the Crime Bill. Moreover, Clinton’s rhetoric seems to reflect the controlling function of ideographs; McGee describes how ideographs can be used for controlling populations when he states “the end product of the state’s insistence on some degree of conformity in behavior and belief, I suggest, is a rhetoric of control, a system of persuasion presumed to be effective on the whole community.”

McGee’s point highlights the rhetoric in the Mason Temple speech because Clinton uses <Freedom> to enact a rhetoric of control which presumes “to be effective on the whole community” although reports of the time noted that the end would not be “effective” for the Black community.

McGee’s argument that ideographs can exercise a rhetoric of control has given rise to contemporary rhetorical scholarship that interrogates how ideographs have been used to control subordinate populations. Condit argues that ideographic media representations of abortion rhetoric work to discipline individual citizens’ perceptions on the legitimacy of abortions. Dana Cloud emphasizes the political salience of ideographs in her analysis of how <family values>

---

25 McGee, ideograph, 6.
functioned in the 1992 presidential debates to scapegoat Black men and poor Americans for the social ills of the United States. Cloud’s analysis is foundational to this project because it provides a nuanced historical account of how Clinton used ideographs throughout his political career. My interjection differs from Cloud’s, however, because whereas Cloud was concerned with how ideographs were used to scapegoat Black men, this analysis works to understand how Clinton used ideographs to create roles for Black people that maintained the color-line. Another instructive example of ideographic research is Potter’s consideration of how the ideograph <Illegal(s)> was utilized by United States anti-immigration organizations to demonize undocumented immigrants. Potter highlights that the vulnerable position of being undocumented makes certain immigrants uniquely open to the agency denying manipulations of their image. Potter’s analysis illuminates that, because ideographs are the “building blocks of ideology” and dominant groups possess an inequitable amount of control over of those “blocks,” marginalized groups like the Black Americans addressed in the Mason Temple speech are at a uniquely high risk of being sacrificed for the smooth reproduction of American hierarchy.

Examination of Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech reveals that his use of <Freedom> was productive for taking freedom from Black Americans. In the Mason Temple speech, Clinton used <Freedom> to establish what actions his audience members should take. In his history of the concept of freedom in the Western world, sociologist Orlando Patterson argues that “freedom was generated from the experience of slavery.” Patterson’s quote reminds us that freedom for some can come at the expense of others. Patterson’s quote reflects the telos of this project’s

engagement with <Freedom> because Bill Clinton utilized <Freedom> to establish a set of norms for American society that reproduce the color-line.31 Further, because the tenets that make freedom legible within the American consciousness were generated from the lack of freedom experienced by Black people during slavery, those caught in the after-life of enslavement may be more susceptible to rhetorical ploys that employ <Freedom>. The lack of freedom within freedom manifests itself materially when considering the vote, although the Voting Rights Act supposedly guaranteed that Black people would be able to participate in electing officials the contemporary moment reveals that Black people are disproportionately excluded from electing officials.32 <Freedom> is a rhetorically productive ideograph with which to analyze Clinton’s speech because it highlights that Black people’s different relationship to <Freedom> played a role in the effectiveness of Clinton’s speech.33

Black people, as a consequence of living in the after-life of slavery, have a different relationship to <Freedom> than their white counterparts.34 <Freedom> concurrently gestures

---


33 Multiple rhetorical scholars have recounted how Freedom is used by members of the American establishment to herd and manipulate the American public. For accounts of how Freedom has been more an less effective with certain audiences see; Kevin Coe provides the most comprehensive engagement with Presidential uses of Freedom I have encountered. Kevin Coe, “The Language of Freedom in the American Presidency, 1933-2006,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 37 (3) (2007): 375-9. Kelly, through an analysis of the American Indian youth movement’s response to President Johnson’s War on Poverty, highlights how subordinate populations can produce and maintain different definitions of freedom as a catalyst for larger political movements. Casey Kelly, “‘We Are Not Free’: The Meaning of <Freedom> in American Indian Resistance to President Johnson’s War on Poverty,” Communication Quarterly 62 (4) (2014): 455-6. Klumpf emphasizes that freedom plays a constitutive function in creating publics. Further, Klumpf notes that ones ability to enact freedom is directly defined by ones position within any given publics social hierarchy. James Klumpf, “Freedom and Responsibility In Constructing Public Life: Toward a Revised Ethic of Discourse,” Argumentation 11 (1997): 113-5.

towards past tribulations (a moment in time in which there is a lack of freedom) while promoting a very narrow description of what is required to create freedom in the future. <Freedom> may have been a more useful ideograph for Clinton than other ideographs like <equality> because it provides a utopian view of the future at the same time that it places an onus, or responsibility, on those in the present to work to achieve that future.35 <Freedom> implies a utopian future by asserting that there can be a future in which the decisions people make are not made by another but instead are their own. Throughout the Mason Temple speech, Clinton rhetorically uses this utopia to underwrite his claims that Black people should support the Crime Bill. The connection between <Freedom> and personal responsibility illuminates why Clinton may have chosen to use <Freedom> as opposed to <equality> because it highlights that <Freedom> allows those that invoke the ideograph to imply the actions that are required to maintain that freedom. In other words, <equality> depends on inherent natural rights, whereas <Freedom> must be enacted. Clinton in the Mason Temple speech makes use of the pliability of <Freedom> by using it as a screen to define supporting the Crime Bill as an action that should be taken.

In his speech at Mason Temple, Bill Clinton used <Freedom> thirteen times, nine of which in conjunction with KING, as a rhetorical tool to dictate that <Freedom> meant supporting the Crime Bill. Clinton’s speech organization highlights that Clinton always keeps KING around to certify his assessment of what actions should be taken. There are two instances in the Mason

Convention (1921),” In Call and Response Key Debates in African American Studies eds. Henry, L. Gates, and Jennifer, Burton (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 2011), 280-282. Garvey and Gates both argue that Black Americans because of their position as Black people have a unique longing for freedom. Specifically, Garvey notes that the freedom of Black Americans is inherently tied to the collective struggle for social and political equality. My use of “After-life of slavery” is indebted to the work of Saidiya Hartman. Hartman argues that slavery did not end with the emancipation proclamation and instead the progeny of the enslaved continue to face material hardships based on their relationship to the process of enslavement. Saidiya Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-making in Nineteenth-century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 79-125.

Temple speech which are especially illuminating for understanding how Clinton used <Freedom> to determine his audience’s actions. Clinton utilized <Freedom> in the middle of his Mason Temple speech to implicitly shame the Black community for rampant gun violence and to justify supporting the increased policing offered by the Crime Bill. Clinton states, “I fought for freedom, he [King] would say, but not for the freedom of people to kill each other with reckless abandon, not for the freedom of children to have children and the fathers of the children to walk away from them and abandon them as if they don’t amount to anything.” Clinton’s statement reproduces the fatherless household tropes that at the time had already been roundly criticized.

Hortense Spillers offers insight into why Clinton’s reproduction of the fatherless household trope is dangerous in her criticism of the Moynihan report when she states, “‘the “Report” maintains, and it is, surprisingly, the fault of the Daughter, or the female line. [. . .] displacing the Name and the Law of the Father to the territory of the Mother and Daughter, [. . .] In other words, in the historic outline of dominance, the respective subject-positions of ‘female’ and ‘male’ adhere to no symbolic integrity.” Spillers offers insight into how such tropes can be utilized to define the position of Black people in America when she notes that such reproductions exclude Black people from the American symbolic. In other words, Clinton’s assertions that fathers walked away from children “as if they don’t amount to anything” naturalizes their exclusion so that the government could treat them “as if they don’t amount to anything.”

36 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 18.
38 Hortense Spillers, “Mama’s Baby,” 66. Daniel Moynihan’s report on the efficacy of the Black family. Daniel Moynihan, “The Moynihan Report” [The Negro Family, The Case for National Action. Washington D.C. U.S. Department of Labor, 1965]. The larger context of Spillers’ statement, though not warranting of production in the text of the essay is worth noting to add to the understanding of her argument. “the ‘Report’ maintains, and it is, surprisingly, the fault of the Daughter, or the female line. This stunning reversal of the castration thematic, displacing the Name and the Law of the Father to the territory of the Mother and Daughter, becomes an aspect of the African-American female’s misnaming. We attempt to undo this misnaming in order to reclaim the relationship between Fathers and Daughters within this social matrix for a quite different structure of cultural fictions. For Daughters and Fathers are here made to manifest the very same rhetorical symptoms of absence and denial, to
voice of King highlights the ideographic function of \textit{Freedom} in the Mason Temple speech because it illuminates that Clinton never defines what \textit{Freedom} is but instead only describes what it is not. By defining \textit{Freedom} by what it is not, in the voice of King, Clinton uses \textit{Freedom} to stabilize the contemporary American racial hierarchy by fabricating two ideas: first, that the only thing going on in the Black community was crime, and second, that the only legitimate response to crime was increased policing. Moreover, investigating Clinton’s use of \textit{Freedom} in the previous passage is illuminating because it reveals that Clinton is able to enact the stabilizing function of color-line by defining and denouncing the problems of the Black community. Clinton rearticulates the color-line through his insistence that it is not the “freedom of children to have children” and “fathers of the children to walk away” because Clinton’s reproduction of the young parent and fatherless child narrative obscures the complexity of Black familial relationships at the same time that it serves as a justification, even if it is not a compelling one to his direct audience, for increased surveillance and control over the Black community. Clinton’s rearticulation of the color-line only exacerbates “the problem” because, simultaneously, he is able to draw on a stereotypical depiction of the Black community in the form of his references to “children” having “children” and “fathers” walking “away” at the same time that he uses that description as a justification for the immediate passage of the Crime Bill. Throughout Clinton’s above quote it seems that, at least tangentially, his rhetorical effectiveness is dependent upon the audience’s admiration for King.

Bill Clinton used \textit{Freedom} in conjunction with \textit{KING} to define \textit{Freedom}, use \textit{KING} as a building block of ideology, and assert that Black people already had \textit{Freedom}.\textsuperscript{39} In an

\footnote{embody the double and contrastive agencies of a prescribed internecine degradation, ‘Sapphire’ enacts her ‘Old Man’ in drag just as her ‘old Man’ becomes ‘Sapphire’ in outrageous caricature. In other words, in the historic outline of dominance, the respective subject-positions of ‘female’ and ‘male’ adhere to no symbolic integrity.” (66). \textsuperscript{39} Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 16.}
instance of this second strategy, Clinton states, “The freedom to do that kind of thing is not what Martin Luther King lived and died for, not what people gathered in this hallowed church for the night before he was assassinated in April of 1968. If you had told anybody who was here in that church on that night that we would abuse our freedom in that way, they would have found it hard to believe.” The first intriguing component of Clinton’s quote is his assertion about what freedom “is not.” Clinton’s negative definition of <Freedom> is rhetorically productive because it allows him to imply that to achieve freedom one must take actions to stop the problems of crime and drugs. A second intriguing element of Clinton’s quote is its seamless usage of KING to underwrite Clinton’s assertion of what <Freedom> is not. Clinton’s use of KING to underwrite <Freedom> is especially interesting because it highlights how building blocks of ideology can be mobilized to control the actions of marginalized communities. Clinton’s assertion presumes that what King lived and died for can be defined in opposition to the problems Clinton believes are “ravaging” the Black community. Finally, what is maybe most intriguing about Clinton’s remark is the last line where he states “if you told anybody [. . .] we would abuse our freedom in that way.” Clinton’s statement subtly presupposes that some level of <Freedom> has been achieved. By asserting that people were abusing their <Freedom> Clinton is able to make the argument that firstly those people have <Freedom> and secondly that there is some need of change in action.

Reading each of the previous three points in concert is illuminating because it reveals that Clinton by starting with what “freedom” “is not” and leaning on KING was able to assert that Black Americans were abusing their <Freedom>. Clinton’s assertion enacts both the role-defining and hierarchy-stabilizing functions of the color-line because it brackets out questions of whether Black people have <Freedom> and in its place asserts that to truly enact <Freedom>
Black people should support a piece of legislation that intended to take people’s <Freedom> by increasing incarceration. Underwriting all of Clinton’s claims about <Freedom> is a nostalgic, institutionally productive memory of Dr. King. King’s memory undergirds Clinton’s use of <Freedom> because each invocation of <Freedom> relies upon what “he [King] would say” to establish what <Freedom> “is not” to create a situation in which it seemed that honoring the memory of the “church” required that the members of the convocation support the Crime Bill.

King’s transformation into an overworked martyr highlights that the contested and desecrated memory of King has been utilized by both liberal and conservative American forces to reproduce institutional stability often at the cost of King’s legacy and the Black community.  

Michael Dyson considers how King has been used for both liberal and conservative forces when he states “BEFORE HIS BODY WAS EVEN LAID TO REST, Martin Luther King, Jr., had slipped into the long night of myth. He quickly became the most overworked martyr since Abraham Lincoln.”  

As an overworked martyr King was called upon by both liberal and conservative American forces for the service of institutional stability. For example, Reagan and Clinton have called upon the memory of King to underwrite policies in support of repealing affirmative action and increasing policing of the Black community, respectively. Further, and in some way more disturbingly, the institutionally supported version of King’s memory has not only been used to affirm policies but also to delegitimize Black activist movements. As Dyson notes,

Using King in this way harms our nation’s racial memory. Indeed, it feeds the national amnesia on which we desperately depend to deny the troubles we face, troubles that grow.

---

from our unwillingness to tell the truth about where we have come from and where we are headed. If we can employ King’s words to whitewash our blood-stained racial history—use him to make it seem that racial progress though painful, was natural, even unavoidable—then we can defeat efforts to extend King’s work. We can even make his authentic heirs appear alien to King’s moral vision. This is the perverse genius of making King the patron saint of the movement to destroy affirmative action. In these circles, King is portrayed as a color-blind loyalist at all costs. Perhaps the most tragic price paid for viewing King in this manner is that racial justice is trumped under the baleful banner of “true equality.”

Dyson’s point highlights that those interested in maintaining the American racial hierarchy exploit King’s significance as a Black civil rights leader in order to define what the Black community should do. Those interested in maintaining the status quo seem to lean on the moral authority provided by King to justify political objectives no matter how terribly out of context or disconnected from King’s legacy. The legacy of Dr. King functions as an ideograph in Clinton’s Mason Temple speech insofar as it underwrites an ideological commitment toward white normativity through the short-term enactment of increased policing. Clinton deploys KING as a building block through which he can justify his conclusions and obscure his own performance. Clinton is able to hide, and avoid being accountable for, his own criticisms of the Black community by placing them under the veil of what KING would say.

Clinton used KING in the Mason Temple speech to obfuscate his own performance and create a nostalgically constituted memory of King that would underwrite his argument that the audience members’ understanding of <Freedom> should lead them to support the Crime Bill. Focusing on how Clinton used KING to create a nostalgic memory of King is instructive because

---

43 Dyson, *May not get there with you*, 3.
it reveals that building blocks of ideology can be used as shields to obfuscate a rhetor’s performance. Clinton obfuscated his own performance by using KING early in his speech when he stated, “I never dreamed that I would ever have a chance to come to this hallowed place where Martin Luther King gave his last sermon, I ask you to think today about the purpose for which I ran.” 46 By highlighting the location as the place of King’s last sermon, Clinton makes it seem like the purpose of his speech is in the direction of the “purpose” for which King spoke so many years ago. By using KING, Clinton conceals the real purpose (building support for the Crime Bill) and instead makes it seem as if the purpose of the speech is to commemorate King. Clinton’s disguising of his real “purpose” through his use of KING highlights how he obfuscated his own performance because by making it seem like the “purpose” of the Mason Temple speech was the same as the purpose of King’s last sermon Clinton disappears himself under the guise that whatever he says is in line with what KING would have wanted.

In a more explicit example of this disappearing act, Clinton crafted a nostalgic version of KING to define <Freedom> in a way that required the audience to support the Crime Bill. Clinton creates a nostalgic version of King when he says, “he [King] would say [. . .] I fought for freedom, he would say, but not for the freedom of people to kill each other [. . .] not for the freedom of children to have children [. . .] I fought for people to have the right to work but not to have whole communities and people abandoned. This is not what I lived and died for.” 47 Clinton’s animation of King which turns him into KING is nostalgic because it plays upon certain parts of King’s memory at the cost of others. 48 Clinton’s nostalgic version of KING plays

---

46 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 3.
47 Clinton, Convocation, paragraph 18.
upon an affective investment in the hegemonic/nostalgic/dominant version of King at the cost of giving appropriate credit to King’s less popular views. While it is not wholly off base to say that Martin Luther King would not be a fan of people killing other people unnecessarily or children growing up without fathers, Clinton’s reproduction makes it seem as if those are the only things with which KING would be concerned. In making it seem like King would only be interested in crime and violence in the Black community, Clinton practices what Svetlana Boym might refer to as forgetting. Forgetting is an important concept for analyzing Clinton’s rhetoric because it captures that Clinton purposefully erased portions of King’s memory in order to gain support for the Crime Bill. The force with which Clinton states, “This is not what I [King] lived and died for” is a moment of cultural amnesia or willful forgetting because it actively erases that, on some level, it is what King died for -- for people, Black people especially, to be able to live their lives the way they wished. Clinton’s ability to actively erase portions of King’s memory connects this chapter to chapter two because Clinton relied upon the authority bestowed upon him by the American public to erase or sacrifice portions of King’s memory. Moreover, Clinton’s manipulation of King’s memory to manufacture a KING that would be in support of the Crime Bill produced a constitutive effect that would allow Clinton to obfuscate his performance and define <Freedom>.51


Clinton was able to performatively disappear by creating a nostalgic version of King and then using that constituted image to define <Freedom> as a way of implying that to receive and maintain <Freedom> members of the audience should support the Crime Bill. Clinton states,

We need this crime bill now. We ought to give it to the American people for Christmas. [. . .] How would we explain to him [King] all these kids getting killed and killing each other? [. . .] How could we explain that we gave people the freedom to succeed, and we created conditions in which millions abuse that freedom [. . .] But unless we deal with the ravages of crime and drugs and violence [. . .] none of the other things we seek to do will ever take us where we need to go. So in this pulpit, on this day, let me ask all of you in your heart to say: We will honor the life and work of Martin Luther King. We will honor the meaning of our church.52

Clinton uses his constituted KING as a shield to guard his criticisms of the Black community and enact the stabilizing function of the color-line. Clinton disappears because by posing the question of “How would we explain to him [King]” Clinton creates the perception that it is not his denunciation of the audience that should be motivating, but instead that current conditions would be a disappointment to KING. By placing his statements in relationship to explaining them to KING, Clinton disappears because it is no longer his own criticism that the audience should be worried about but instead the criticism of their great leader King. Clinton’s performatively shielding enacts the stabilizing function of the color-line because Clinton uses KING to make the case that King would only be concerned with the problems of the Black community and not at all interested in racially discriminatory policies, like three-strikes laws and minimum sentences for non-violent offenders (both provisions either instituted or bolstered by the Crime Bill). Clinton’s active forgetting allowed him to use KING as a constructed rhetorical image to organize and mobilize his audience in support of the Crime Bill.53

52 Clinton, Convocation, paragraphs 33-37.
53 Ideographic communication research has focused on how images or new media can be used as ideographs or convey particular ideological commitments. In this instance, King is somewhat different because it is not a literal picture of King but instead the meaning of King’s legacy or a mental image that is the motivating text. Nathaniel Cordova, “In his image and likeness: The Puerto Rican Jibaro as political icon,” Centro Journal 17 (2) (2005): 171-
Clinton’s enactment of the expectation-defining capacity of the color-line highlights his mobilization and organization of his audience through the use of KING. Clinton used KING to define <Freedom> and build support for the Crime Bill. Clinton uses KING to define <Freedom> by stating “How would we explain to him [King]” and then following up that statement with the idea that people had been given <Freedom> and were abusing their <Freedom>. Clinton’s definition of <Freedom> hinges on his constituted image of KING because it is in thinking about how to explain to KING the current situation that members of the audience, seemingly, were supposed to regard their current actions as the wrong kind of <Freedom>. Clinton’s denouncement of the Black community under the authority of KING reveals itself as rhetorically productive towards his overarching goal of building support for the Crime Bill when he enumerates the intent of his speech. Clinton highlights what seems to be his intent by stating, “We need this Crime Bill [. . . ] Unless we deal with the ravages of crime [. . .] none of the things we seek to do will ever take us where we need to go.” Clinton’s intent seems to be highlighted in this section because of his use of “unless.” By using “unless” to demarcate the change that is most needed, Clinton seems to highlight that the most important thing is not explaining to King or enacting better <Freedom> but stopping crime by supporting the Crime Bill. Although the promotions of the Crime Bill are subtly interwoven within Clinton’s speech, to make those demands actionable he continually relies on the namesake of KING. Clinton’s final remark that “We will honor the life and work of Martin Luther King” highlights the importance of KING to the Mason Temple speech because it implies that in order to “honor” the life of Martin Luther King people need to be in support of the Crime Bill.

The 21st Century Color-Line

Investigating Bill Clinton’s Mason Temple speech revealed how ideographs can be utilized to sustain King’s “problem”, the color-line. Clinton utilized the desecrated memory of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to obfuscate his own performance and underwrite the logic of supporting the Crime Bill. John Murphy in his evaluation of the Mason Temple speech noted that Clinton was able to “borrow” authority from King.54 However, I argue that Clinton did not simply borrow King’s authority but went beyond that to manipulate and desecrate King’s memory in a way that is counterproductive toward resolving King’s “problem.” Clinton’s use of KING is regrettable because it obfuscates the complexity of a great man’s life but also because it deemphasizes the very relevant systemic factors that compound the problems facing the Black community. Throughout the Mason Temple speech, Clinton calls for his audience to imagine explaining to Dr. King the downtrodden state of their communities exemplified by fatherless households and Black on Black violence. Not once does Clinton mention the red-lining policies, cuts to funding for after-school programs, or cuts to social welfare programs that may have contributed to the ailments of the Black community.55 Dyson, in multiple books on King, notes that reproducing only the governmentally supportive views of King in the name of institutional stability is dangerous because it muffles the voices of those in the contemporary moment that are

attempting to resist and undo systemic racism in the United States. Furthermore, when Clinton’s Mason Temple speech is examined not simply based on the means by which it attempted to be persuasive but the ends it sought analysis of the speech becomes even more important. In my mind, it would be unfair to say that Clinton knew the Crime Bill would have negative effects on the Black community; however, it does seem fair to conclude that he at least should have known it might. Reading King’s desecrated memory in concert with the actual outcomes of the Crime Bill reveal that Clinton’s speech recreated the color-line because it hurt Black people at least twice. First, Clinton’s speech reproduced the role-defining function of the color-line because it relied upon an account of King that is productive for silencing the views of those that fight against systemic racism. Second, Clinton enacted the hierarchy stabilizing function of the color-line by using KING to garner support for the eventual passage of a law that would exacerbate disproportionate incarceration rates between Black and white Americans.

Each of the previously noted outcomes highlights Clinton’s reproduction of the color-line because in both situations Black people are harmed either post-mortem or systemically to the end of soothing statistically unfounded fears about violent crime.

Finally, reading Clinton’s one-two punch in conjunction with the puncher as a person illuminates the precariousness of Black people in the American public. As the so-called “first black president” and as a Democratic president, the leader of what is supposed to be America’s progressive party, Clinton’s ability to take and take from the Black community reveals the still

---

56 Dyson, True Martin Luther King, 5-15. Dyson, April 4, 145-60.  
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prevalent trans-historical legacy of slavery. Clinton did not just take money like he did from the “poverty-stricken” areas of Arkansas; Clinton used the Mason Temple speech to take the memory of a great Black leader and contribute to the taking of the future of many of our young men and women. Clinton’s ability to take whatever he wanted from the Black community highlights the precarious position of Black Americans in the American public because it reveals a linkage between the problems that Du Bois and King mentioned and the present. In 1903, Du Bois prophesied that the problem of the twentieth century would be the color-line; in 1967, Martin Luther King in his word and deed seemed to confirm that Du Bois’ prophecy had come true. Analyzing Clinton’s Mason Temple speech revealed that, because of his standing, Clinton was able to manipulate the perception of and harm the Black community at will. Recognizing how Clinton’s liberal rhetoric was used to harm Black people highlights that, in 2017, the United States seems overdue for a reminder of what King did say: “We’ve got to make it known that until our problem is solved, America may have many, many days, but they will be full of trouble. There will be no rest, there will be no tranquility in this country until the nation comes to terms with our problem.”

---
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

In an essay on how affirmation can be used to deny the material manifestations of power, Dana Cloud argues that “critical scholars bear the obligation to explain the origins and causes of exploitation and oppression in order to better inform the fight against them.”\(^1\) Cloud’s recommendation connects the work of this thesis with Karlyn Kohrs Campbell’s argument in the Hill-Campbell debate. Specifically, Cloud’s quote provides an opportunity to reconsider the terrain-shifting debate between Hill and Campbell because it emphasizes that the duty of rhetorical scholars is to examine the way that rhetoric and communication constructs our society and thereby disrupt oppressive practices.\(^2\)

Chapter two and chapter three of this thesis were devoted to analyzing how the vesting of authority into unmarked identities allows them to produce communicative sacrifice and how those practices are then utilized against marginalized, specifically Black, populations to build support for pieces of legislation like the Crime Bill. In line with Campbell’s call for criticism that is not ephemeral but instead enduring, in this concluding chapter I aim to explain what Bill Clinton’s enactment of undue authority to demand sacrifice from Black people reveals about American society.\(^3\)

To contribute to the ongoing conversation about race, rhetoric, and American politics this chapter reviews the debate between Forbes Hill and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell in the 1972 edition of the Quarterly Journal of Speech. Reviewing the Hill-Campbell debate highlights how double-consciousness calls for the synthesis


of Hill and Campbell’s perspectives. Finally, I conclude by listing areas for further research and highlighting the most important takeaways from this project.  

Hill-Campbell debate

The debate between Forbes Hill and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell provides insight into how rhetorical criticism and theory should approach ethics, scope, and politics. The Hill-Campbell debate asks whether rhetorical critics should consider ethical ramifications in their evaluations of discourse. In the original debate, Hill represented the view that critics ought not be overly (if at all) concerned with the ethical implications of the speech which they analyze but instead be more concerned with whether or not the speech itself used good argumentative strategies given the target audience.  

Although Hill was not alone in his advocacy for Aristotelian criticism in 1972, rhetorical theory and criticism in the 21st century has moved away from a purely Aristotelian perspective toward one which understands that there is an ethical or ideological system underlying each argument. Moreover, rhetorical studies seems to be headed toward aligning with Campbell’s perspective that, in addition to examining the quality of the argumentation in a given speech, it is also the duty of the critic to evaluate the moral implications. Throughout this thesis, I have attempted to align myself more with Campbell’s perspective by emphasizing the social and political ramifications of Clinton's speeches as artifacts of presidential rhetoric.

---

Presidential rhetoric is an instructive example for how to align ourselves as critics because presidents combine being members of the public with being leaders of the public who lead through rhetoric. In other words, because presidents are often the interpreters-in-chief it is useful to focus on how they produce ideas and ethics because what they say is given the most hegemonic position. As chapter two makes clear, the ethical value of an argument is based on the system of values which produce that ethical calculus. The dialectical relationship between presidents and the publics they address should be further interrogated because it is that relationship that allows those who possess more control over meaning to use that control to sacrifice marginalized populations. Further, because the Hill-Campbell debate was so steeped in questioning the ethical evaluations of rhetorical critics it highlighted a need to analyze the ideology or value system of the American public. In fact, Campbell’s reasoning in the debate seems to have paved the path for what became ideological criticism. Ideological criticism expands the scope of rhetorical criticism because, as Wander and Crowley have pointed out, it steps beyond the text-context distinction to academically justify questions that engage with the ideology of the larger society.

Although there are many positive takeaways from the ideological turn in rhetoric, it seems that the move toward ideology in combination with the groundswell of post-modernism was counterproductive for rhetorical theory and criticism. My argument here is that ideology is

---


good for rhetoric, but post-modernism’s distancing ideology and material reality is not.

Ideological criticism seems to have created a framework by which to reintroduce the material tenets of Marxism into how as critics we develop curriculums and praxis. Post-modernism however seems to have come with a rush of questioning the truths of our world that at times can be counterproductive. As an outgrowth of the popularity of adopting post-modern perspectives, it seems that many critics in the late 80’s and throughout the 90’s rushed to the conclusion that no overarching capital T truth meant that there could not be smaller important material truths.  

Though the relationship between ideological criticism and material reality is one worth revisiting, Raymie McKerrow’s use of ideological criticism as a basis to make a case for critical rhetoric and rhetorical praxis are achievements that provide tools to orient ourselves toward better futures.  

Maurice Charland provides a generative rejoinder to McKerrow’s point when he outlines that although the lack of focus on materiality within ideological criticism is lamentable, the concept of rhetoric as praxis—understanding that each rhetorical act creates and recreates people’s subject positions can be useful for developing material responses to the problems of our world.  

Charland’s point and mine thereafter is that rhetorical scholars and some of their favorite post-modern adopted scholars led a charge that disavowed the materiality of discourse. 


The debate between Hill and Campbell gestures towards the idea that rhetorical critics and theorists should orient themselves toward politics. Cloud in her valuable article in *Western*, “The Materiality of Discourse as Oxymoron: A Challenge to Critical Rhetoric,” outlines that discursive studies that lack a strategy for changing or engaging with material structures are between useless and counterproductive.\(^{14}\) Cloud’s perspective highlights Campbell’s because it illuminates that “to assess the speech in terms of a ‘target audience’ is to ignore the special kind of disunity created by [Nixon’s] speech which, I believe, is a threat to the political processes of our system of government, particularly when propounded by its chief executive.”\(^{15}\) Further, Cloud’s point about materiality highlights Campbell’s point about the effects of presidential rhetoric because it brings into focus that the words people say, especially presidents, have significance outside of the goals of the rhetor in the way that they create and recreate the American public. Campbell’s argument about disunity and Cloud’s argument about materiality provide foundation for the idea that it is important as rhetorical critics to analyze not only the words that were used and how well a target audience is affected, but also interrogate how our social world is changed and recreated through rhetorical acts.

Campbell and Cloud thereafter create a model for rhetorical criticism in which the rhetorical critic is in some way always already politically engaged.\(^ {16} \) Though there are a fair


\(^{15}\) Campbell, “The Forum,” 453.

number of smart and well-intentioned critics that argue otherwise, I agree with Campbell and Cloud that rhetorical critics ought to examine politics. Moreover, to add to the lot produced by Campbell and Cloud, I submit the idea that rhetorical critics must be politically engaged because, as Hannah Arendt pointed out, the line between the social and the political has vanished in our late capitalist society. For rhetorical critics to be politically engaged would require that they produce criticism that moves beyond looking at rhetorical acts as if they were experiments in a lab as Hill would have us do but instead begin to consider the real world implications of each speech as Campbell’s position in the forum seems to advocate for. The blurring or erasure of the line between social and political has both an empowering and burdensome effect on rhetorical critics because it reveals that the topics which rhetoric is wedded to (great speeches, images that make us think, combinations of words that make us feel something) ought to be read in the context of the society which birthed them. In other words, to borrow from Arendt, because the problems of the household have become the problems of the common, each subjective rhetorical evaluation carries with it some political baggage.

As chapter two highlights, focusing on the political implications of rhetorical acts reveals that universality is in itself a rhetorical resource that is often used to dictate the actions of marginalized members of American society. Throughout the thesis I have used the lenses of Du

---
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Bois’ double-consciousness and the color-line to reveal the political ramifications of deploying such authority for the purpose of controlling citizens. Du Bois’ concept of double-consciousness offers an opportunity to reconsider the primacy of universality and its rhetorical force because it reveals the existence of a counter-view to what is considered universal knowledge. By emphasizing the impossibility of being Black and American, Du Bois reveals that the universal good is not universal. Further, this thesis’ critique of universality highlights the meandering nature of the color-line. The color-line is revealed to be meandering because of its ambivalence as exemplified in Clinton’s ability in the Mason Temple speech to herald his administration as a moment in which racial progress was happening as a precursor for asking his audience to support a piece of legislation that would aid in increasing mass incarceration. Recognizing the meandering existence of the color-line highlights that a synthesis between Hill and Campbell’s perspectives could be useful for better understanding how the American public and rhetorical theory are affected by the most insidious and oppressive forms of speech.22

Considering Du Bois’ double-consciousness gives rise to a synthesis between Hill and Campbell’s perspectives because it reveals the necessity of analyzing both the logical argument tailored for the target audience and the overarching ethical framework in which a particular speech occurs. Double-consciousness draws our attention to argument and ethics because it reveals that the basis for assessing an argument is not neutral but instead indebted to a certain ideology. As Du Bois outlines, double-consciousness is a state of seeing oneself always through the eyes of the other. For one’s vision to be from the perspective of the other they must first understand the perspective and expectations of the other. Hill’s perspective in the Hill-Campbell debate is particularly illuminating for understanding the eyes of the other because Hill promotes

the idea that good rhetorical critics should attempt to evaluate a speech based on the opportunities and constraints that would have been available to the speaker. Focusing on the opportunities and constraints in a speech articulates the eyes of the other because it produces an account of what would have been appropriate if all things were equal; in other words, it produces an account of the measuring tape of the world.

Hill offers the first consciousness, the version of reality that one would engage with if all things were equal, and as a rejoinder, and in my view a necessary one, Campbell’s perspective provides the opportunity for the doubling. Campbell’s argument that critics must evaluate the ethical and socio-political implications of speeches is an invitation for doubling because it asks the critic to reexamine the speech not simply for how the target audience would receive the speech but how the speech may reproduce a world in which all things are not equal.

Synthesizing Hill and Campbell’s perspectives is useful when rhetorically analyzing Clinton’s speeches because the combination of the two perspectives draws attention to not only the construction of the speeches but also the socio-political ramifications of Clinton getting what he wanted. Hill’s focus on argumentation and the target audience is especially revealing for Clinton’s Mason Temple Speech. John Murphy, a well-respected and in my opinion astute critic, evaluated Clinton’s Mason Temple speech as well received and noteworthy. In my view, Murphy’s evaluation of the Mason Temple speech is accurate and matches up with what Hill would consider good and generative criticism. Throughout this thesis, I do not reject Murphy’s well-grounded evaluation but instead try and reconsider the ideology that may have made Clinton’s speech more effective at its end goal of building support for the Crime Bill. As chapter three made clear, the ideographs KING and <Freedom> were productive for Clinton because they were audience specific and allowed him to dictate what his audience should do based on
their historical connection to KING. Recognizing the tailoring of Clinton’s speech is important because it reveals the insidiousness with which rhetoric can be deployed in our contemporary moment. Clinton’s Mason Temple speech exemplifies the insidiousness of certain rhetorical practices because it develops a logical and tailored argument that leverages the audience’s emotional connection to King to create a state sponsored version of KING created with the purpose of maintaining racial hierarchy in the United States.\textsuperscript{23} Investigating the role of rhetoric in the reproduction and maintenance of inequality is a useful endeavor not only because it brings to light atrocities within our current world but also because it draws attention to the way that claims to partisanship can be used to obfuscate the reproduction of violence and inequality.

As scholars such as Michael Eric Dyson and David Garrow have pointed out, claims to party and political loyalty in the American public often reinforce inequitable and violent racial hierarchies.\textsuperscript{24} Clinton’s speeches and the Hill-Campbell debate both provide foundation for the idea that by claiming party loyalty speakers and authors are provided greater latitude to perpetuate violence onto otherized populations. Chapter two gestures toward this point in the context of Clinton and his excommunication of Sister Souljah from the Rainbow Coalition. By appealing to the liberal ethos of civility and unity, Clinton attempts to excommunicate Sister Souljah as a member of the Rainbow Coalition because he disagreed with the things she said.

\textsuperscript{23} The work done by Michael Dyson and David Garrow is particularly persuasive on this point. As chapter three notes, Dyson throughout multiple book length pieces argues that King’s memory has been desecrated by both liberal and conservative forces as a tool to maintain the contemporary racial hierarchy. Michael Dyson, \textit{April 4, 1968: Martin Luther King, Jr. ’s Death and How it Changed America} (New York: Basic Books, 2009), 145. Michael Eric Dyson, \textit{I May Not Get There With You; The True Martin Luther King, Jr.} (New York: Free Press, 2000), 5; David Garrow, \textit{Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther King Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference} (New York: William Morrow and Company, 1986), 580.

about white people. A similar, yet meaningfully distinct, interaction seems to have taken place in
the Hill-Campbell debate. In one of her few missteps in the discussion Campbell stated,
“Recognizing that anyone reading my critique of this address will know that I am politically liberal [. . .] my simple rejoinder is that anyone reading Hill’s critique will know that he is politically conservative.” I refer, with the most respect, to Campbell’s statement as a misstep for
two reasons. First, and most tangibly, Hill’s rejoinder states that he is not a conservative. For example, Hill says, “When speaking to my neighbors for George McGovern (as I often have lately; Professor Campbell's inference to the contrary, I am a liberal).” So, in some sense,
Campbell’s claim is factually incorrect. 25 Secondly, and honestly more importantly, Campbell
and Clinton’s framing of homogeneity of perspectives within liberal political organizing
reproduces rather than destroys violent hierarchies in the American public.

Put explicitly, and I would say this twice for the people in the back if room permitted, liberal rhetoric does not stop the reproduction of violent American hierarchies but instead reinforces them. By implying that there is a blueprint for how liberals should engage with politics, Clinton and Campbell attempted to leverage the moral high ground of the American left to support arguments for the exclusion of others. Campbell’s case is clearly much milder and may have been a case of jumping to a conclusion without data. Clinton’s case, however, demonstrates how the assumed moral high ground of being a liberal in American society can be used to justify instead of dismantle oppressive structures. Chapter three’s analysis of Clinton’s Mason Temple speech illuminates this point by highlighting how Clinton used KING as an ideograph to constitute the actions of his audience. Clinton’s use of KING is an enactment of his undue authority to substantiate a monolithic perception of liberal political engagement for the

stabilization of hierarchy because Clinton used KING to imply what his audience members should do based on their moral identification with Dr. King. Clinton’s perspective is productive for the stabilization of hierarchy because, as chapter three belabors, his speech was given to support the Crime Bill. Put more explicitly, Bill Clinton used the name of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. under the auspices of liberal community building to support the continuation and expansion of the disproportionate incarceration of Black Americans.

Dana Cloud provides a further substantiating account of how liberal political organization can be used for the entrenchment of hierarchy through her consideration of how American Democrats, led at the time by Bill Clinton, used <Family Values> to scapegoat poor and specifically Black Americans as a justification for the dismantling of social welfare benefits. Clinton’s expansion of the prison-state and curtailing of social welfare benefits thereafter are relevant concerns for rhetorical critics and theorists because Clinton’s political achievements were made possible by his undue authority over the tenets by which liberal groups can be organized. Chapter two illuminates the previous point by considering how the organization of the American public produces authority and sacrifice. Considering how authority is derived and sacrifice is enacted in the American public reveals that rhetorical studies is past due for the (re)introduction of consciousness.

Du Bois’ concept of double-consciousness illuminates that rhetorical theory can be expanded and improved by a reintroduction of consciousness. I refer to the relationship to consciousness as a reintroduction for rhetorical theory because, as chapter two alludes to, rhetorical publics theory’s reproduction of Habermas’s perspective has created a rhetorical
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public that lacks consciousness.\textsuperscript{27} I argue that historically, with, thankfully, some recent scholarship withstanding, rhetorical publics theory has been produced in opposition to consciousness.\textsuperscript{28} Michael Warner’s description of the American public is illuminating on this point because, as chapter two outlines, Warner argues that the American public is not built on equality but instead inequality.\textsuperscript{29} The structure of the American public disallows true self-consciousness for Black Americans because it destroys their ability to define their actions for themselves but instead forces them to have their actions defined for them. In that same chapter, I attempt to sketch the basis for the inequality in the American rhetorical public by considering how authority to define the inside and the outside of the public is established. Danielle Allen’s insight highlights that the rhetorical public is in some way constituted through sacrifice.\textsuperscript{30}

Throughout the thesis I have attempted to use double-consciousness and the color-line as analytics to highlight that Allen is correct, but that there is more to the story. The more, or addendum, that I would add to Allen’s perspective is that there are differentiated forms of sacrifice which seem to be immanently perpetuated onto certain groups. Rhetorical theory’s


divestment from consciousness assists in the continuation of this inequitable sacrifice because, in
divesting from consciousness, rhetorical theory also divorced itself from the realization that all
things are never equal. Consciousness illuminates that all things are never equal because it brings
to the forefront differences in empirical reality that overarching power structures often ignore or
actively erase. Consciousness allows for the improvement of rhetorical publics theory by
allowing critics to reveal that all things are not equal based on starting from the position that
something about the world does not match up with the critic’s view of how the world should be.

The oppositional relationship between consciousness and rhetorical theory ought come to
an end to allow rhetorical theory to expand to better engage with the position of marginalized
identities. Marginalized identities are often harmed by a lack of consciousness because their
perspectives are disregarded as not fundamental to the public. The authority that allows for their
perspectives to be disregarded is supported by a lack of consciousness because it is on the basis
that all people are able to reason the same and that some people get to be the final arbiters of
reason that perspectives are defined as more and less valuable. My point here is that embraces of
Habermas’s model of the public sphere have commissioned perspectives devoid of
consciousness because of their privileging of universal reason. Early in chapter two I make the
point that many people from the margins have come to rhetorical theory asking for its expansion
in hopes that it would be able to more adequately describe how they see themselves and the
world and not only produce accounts of how unmarked identities wish to see the world. For
example, feminist scholars like Lisa Gring-Pemble and Cindy Griffin have argued that the
rhetorical public sphere is built in opposition to femininity. 31 Du Bois’ double-consciousness

offers an opportunity and blueprint for the reintroduction of consciousness to rhetoric because it emphasizes that there is a need to embrace reflexivity and reconsider the value claims of the world in relationship to one’s lived reality.

Although I have attempted to provide a robust examination of Bill Clinton’s rhetorical practices, throughout the project of constructing this thesis there were a litany of ideas that either for the flow of the argument, the direction of the logic, or sheer time were not able to be adequately addressed. Accordingly, in this limitations section I aim to highlight some paths for future research.

One such path, which I entertained early in the writing process but forewent for the opportunity to instead examine the rhetorical public sphere, would be the illumination of Clinton and King’s rhetoric by producing a rhetorical criticism of both King’s and Clinton’s Mason Temple speeches. Reading King and Clinton’s speeches at Mason Temple in juxtaposition may further reveal how King’s historical legacy created foundation for Clinton’s speech to exist. Reading King’s speech against Clinton’s may emphasize how many of the words and ideas of King have either been augmented for the benefit of state authority or forgotten by history. The historical memory of King is another subject that I believe could spawn useful and necessary research. Though the work of Garrow and Dyson was quite illuminating, I believe a fruitful path for further research may be an investigation into King’s rhetoric post-1965.\(^\text{32}\) I isolate 1965 as the historical marker because it provides the opportunity to assess how King would have changed after the passage of the civil rights amendments during the prolonged, and ongoing, battle for social equality here in the United States. Finally, lest I give away too many of my own generative ideas, another avenue that in my view would produce interesting rhetorical work is

\(^{32}\) Dyson, April 4, 1-10. Dyson, May not get there with you, 1-10. Garrow, Bearing the Cross, 1-10.
the examination of Bill Clinton’s rhetoric in relation to Hillary Clinton’s rhetoric. As Clinton’s biographers have made clear, Bill and Hillary Clinton have been married all of Bill Clinton’s political life.33 Beyond being a memorable person who has held multiple public offices, Hillary Clinton also recently was the first woman to ever win the Democratic nomination for president in the United States.34 Due to an overwhelming want not to drag Hillary Clinton into an important, but at times critical, conversation with which she had very little to do, I have chosen not to belabor the relationship between the rhetoric of Hillary and Bill Clinton. Future rhetorical work may take up the similarities and differences in their rhetoric, I would also recommend considering the gender implications that go along with it, to investigate why the American public was so accepting of Bill Clinton’s rhetoric and so uninterested in Hillary Clinton’s.

As this meandering journey toward discovery comes closer to an end, I believe it is important to briefly reflect on the points of emphasis throughout the thesis. The major argument of this thesis has been that W.E.B. Du Bois’ lamentation of the twentieth century, that it was impossible to be Black and American, is still just as true today. Throughout the thesis I attempt to make this point clear by focusing on how Bill Clinton’s rhetoric at the Mason Temple speech, through the recreation of the color-line, exemplifies a kind of argumentative logic that stabilizes and extends the racial hierarchy in the United States. In chapter two, I take up Clinton’s “Remarks to the Rainbow Coalition National Convention” and his “Remarks Announcing the Initiative,” to highlight how, as president, Bill Clinton was vested with an inequitable and undue
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authority over meaning in the American public that allowed him to sacrifice marginalized, specifically Black, members of the public. Focusing on Clinton’s material execution of sacrifice and what allowed him to perpetuate that sacrifice is significant for rhetorical theory because it highlights that even supposedly liberal rhetoric can work towards conservative ends. When I refer to liberal rhetoric as “conservative” what I mean to illuminate, similar to the perspectives of Coates and Mansbridge, is that the rhetoric used by those that are supposedly politically liberal, the avowed allies of the marginalized and downtrodden in American society, can be just as effective at maintaining inequitable hierarchies in the United States. Chapter three provided the most concrete proof of this argument in its assessment of how in the Mason Temple speech Clinton productively used the ideographs KING and <Freedom> to dictate that the mostly Black audience should support the Crime Bill.

Du Bois’ analytics were important to this project because they provided methods to diagnose and resist liberal rhetorical practices at work for conservative goals. In 1903, Du Bois theorized that the problem of the twentieth century would be the color-line. Through a thorough, and in my view astounding, analysis Du Bois charted how Black existence had been manipulated under the control of white authority and called for a change. Chapter two of this thesis investigates how the rhetorical publics’ productions of authority are invested in white people and the negative effects that has had for Black people. As chapter two highlights, white people are still vested with an undue authority that allows them to sacrifice or devalue Black life. The material ramifications of this rhetorically created and sustained situation are illuminated by the

work in chapter three that focuses on the Mason Temple speech. Focusing on the Mason Temple speech reveals how Clinton, a white man, was able to take up the name and memory of one of the greatest leaders in Black history, Martin Luther King Jr., and use it not only to shame the Black population but also pressure them into supporting a piece of legislation that even reports of the time argued would disproportionately hurt Black people. Clinton’s manipulation of the expectations placed upon the Black members of the American public can be productively understood as an enactment of the color-line because it reveals how liberal politicians are able to offer something that seems good (less crime and violence) but produce policies that are materially bad (the stabilization and expansion of inequitable incarceration of minority, mostly Black, citizens). Clinton’s ability to manipulate KING for the ends of the state provides evidence that the problem Du Bois was talking about at the turn of the twentieth century is a problem that continues to be relevant in the twenty-first. Because Clinton’s speech and the legislation thereafter was just that a piece of legislation—something that creates a law, until it is overturned it seems that Clinton’s speech ought remain a part of our nation’s historical memory because it recreated and sustained the color-line by setting the stage for and helping create an America in 2018 in which Black people are more likely to be incarcerated than their white counterparts. Beyond the ethical and political justifications for this interrogation, this project has been illuminating for rhetoric because it revitalizes and adds nuance to a debate that is still ongoing within the discipline. Hill may have been right to argue that critics ought analyze the effectiveness of a speech based on the resources available to the speaker. Campbell was also correct to say that beyond how well the words matched up with the available rhetorical resources, it is also important to recognize the ethical and moral commitments that are formulated by each speech, especially speeches given by presidents.
Considering the immanent and insidious nature of racial hierarchy in the United States it seems fair to inquire about what rhetorical scholars, or scholars at all for that matter, can or should do. Though I am new to this, I will attempt to provide what I view as some possible avenues toward communication that is better suited to resist oppressive structures. Lisa Flores in a terrain-shifting article for the *Review of Communication* has argued that we all should engage in racial rhetorical criticism.\(^{36}\) Although I agree with Flores’ sentiment, unless we plan to greatly expand the funding provided to the African-American studies interest group at NCA, I do not believe the best option is to flood the market with criticism that takes race as the object of its analysis. Instead, I propose that all rhetorical criticism should be more conscious of the racial implications of a speech when engaging with rhetoric. In a sense, ask yourself, if I was not a part of the in group benefited by this speech, would I have the same conclusion? Questioning the positionality of the critic is, in my view, an important method of creating better communication because it allows for a process of tearing at the way that the normalization of conservative forces happens.\(^{37}\) Questioning the place of the critic tears away at conservative forces because it plots a path in which the questions that motivate rhetorical critics begin with a starting assumption that all criticism happens within a certain ideological framework. Being cognizant of that framework is useful for rhetorical theory and criticism because it allows for a more nuanced analysis of what counts as a rhetorical resource and what rhetorical resources may be overlooked because of the position of the critic. A second consideration, Eric King Watts’ misplaced denunciation aside, is


\(^{37}\) When I use tearing in this sentence I mean it in the way that George Yancy describes tearing at whiteness. Yancy describes that white people will always be effected by their whiteness and thus as a prescription to the problem concludes that white people should always be tearing away at or interrogating how their whiteness may be effecting their interaction with the world. George Yancy, *Look A White!: Philosophical Essays on Whiteness* (Philadelphia, Temple University Press, 2012), 8-15. Also see, George Yancy, “Whiteness and the Return of the Black Body,” *The Journal of Speculative Philosophy* 19 (4) (2005): 215-25.
to find value in posing the question.\textsuperscript{38} A scholar whom I believe Watts has treated unfairly has proposed that there can be something learned from posing the question, even if we don’t believe it is completely true, of what if the world is anti-black.\textsuperscript{39} In other words, what if the world is based on the racial subjugation of Black people and that productions of racial subjugation reproduced like Bill Clinton’s speeches are not aberrations but instead the system working as it was supposed to. Whether or not you believe the world is anti-black, it seems to be common knowledge at this point that race relations in 2018 are still a problem.\textsuperscript{40} As King said in 1967, “‘We’ve got to make it known that until our problem is solved, America may have many, many days, but they will be full of trouble. There will be no rest, there will be no tranquility in this country until the nation comes to terms with our problem.’”\textsuperscript{41} With that said, I argue that we should work to begin and engage in conversations that question the authority of some to articulate what is good for all, because as Lupe Fiasco said, “Now we can say it ain’t our fault if we never heard it. But if we know better, then we probably deserve it.”\textsuperscript{42}


\textsuperscript{39} The author I leave uncited in text, but gestured toward is Frank B. Wilderson. His work Red, White, & Black: \textit{Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms} is cited in every chapter of this thesis. The particular section that this sentence is referencing is pages 1-20. I have chosen not to cite Wilderson in text throughout the thesis because Watts’ denunciation has seemed to prime communication studies against a theory that may be useful.


\textsuperscript{41} Quoted in Garrow, \textit{Bearing the Cross}, 580.
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